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CAVE PROFILE
'The ~pell 01
W iZZlrds Well
Text and photos by Mike Warton
Wizard's Well was discovered in August 1981
by a group of Permian Basin Area (lo-G Grotto)

cavers. The following story is an accumulation of
t hree y ears' work and over twenty trips into the
cavern found after a perchance meeting wit h a kind
landowner produced an investigation of "that mysterious hole in the back pasture."
The vast expanses of limestone and suitable
logy of Terrell County and beyond in Southwest
T -.! xas remains the greatest caving frontier in Texas
g'>

t .J ay. Roads and a ccesses are few . Ranches are generally large and only a small percentage of ranchers
actually live on their lands. Finding a landowner can
be as elusive as ridgewalking for caves without a lead.
Mystic is a fltting term to describe existing caves and
cave hunting in Terrell County.

The Discovery
The entrance was little more than three feet in
diameter and well hidden among cedar brush and
trees. Upon first site, experience dictates thinking
skeptically about the potential for a large or extensive
cavern beyond such a small insignificant looking
entrance as this one.
Dropping vertically for five meters, the
entrance offsets over a boulder-strewn bottom into a
small, low fiat-fioored room (Kamp Kansas). Little
could we realize the many days and nights we were to
spend camped out there . At the far end of the room, a
haIr-filled crawl led on without a hint of promise.
After clearing about three meters of crawl space, the
passage led to a low, wide crawl over a fiat rock fioor

reminiscent of a bedding plane . A larger space could
be seen ahead as the fioor dropped suddenly away. At
the edge of a meter drop . it was discovered that the
flat rock floor for the most part was false. A layer of
less soluble - differentially weathered -- rock less than
four inches thick made up the flooring as well as the
surrounding edges of another small room. The fioor of
this room slopes down to the left and suddenly drops
away into that "in back of the mind and hoped for
big pit."
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Enll'llllce 10 'Mzacd's ~

With hopeful anticipation, a look over the edge
told me that there was more there than met the eye. I
picked up a pebble and released it into a black void
below . I counted three seconds ... and free fall.
Within seconds, a 3O-meter plus rope was brought in
and rigged through a natural eyelet of rock extending
over the shaft, Wizard's Well. Over the edge, I slid
and down along smoothly sculpted phreatic walls with
coatings of butter scotch colored fiowstone falling in
runs like melting ice cream. Ten meters down, the
shaft enlarged to six meters in diameter , and at
twenty it enlarged along a north-south joint line. The
phreatic nat ure of the pit is probably evidence of back
flooding and pressure at some point in geologic time
following cretaceous deposition .
A small ledge in one corner at 25 meters partia lly broke the fall where excess rope had piled up.
Ki cking it free, the remainder dropped another 8
m eters to a small boulder-strewn fioor. The shaft
m easured 33 meters and is one of the finest I've ever
seen in T exas .

A low crawl led on following a rock joint to t he
northwest. After two three-meter drops, the cr evice
became blocked with slab breakdown . A few minutes
was all it took to loosen the blockage, which fell with
a loud crash . Suddenly a rush of cool air issued from
below, as I noticed my hair whipping in the breeze.
Delighted at my find , I backtracked to the bottom ()f
the entrance shaft to find that others had rappelled in
and were bringing more ropes. A short distance
beyond the dig (dubbed the Skinnies) the joint intersected another joint running east-west, ending travel
to the north . The west end of the new joint ended in a
few meters. The east passage led into a crawl (Tornado Crawl) where the strongest air currents in the
cave were felt . After about 30 meters, we stared otT
into another pit. A ledge could be seen a little over
five meters down and then only blackness beyond.
Unable to locate a useful spot for riggi ng, a
piton was placed in the wall to anchor a second rope.
From the edge of the ledge below , I could see the rope
bobbing off a muddy bottom. At the bottom lay a
sizeable room with passages extending in at least three
directions . The drop measured 22 meters . The most
appealing passage ahead seemed to be the one at the
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far end of a talus slope which appeared to lead down
to another pit. A brief stoop walk down the passage
brought me to the edge of another 20-meter pit, the
Dungeon Drop.

Wetter and Wilder
We were soon down this one, standing on a
gravel fioor with a walking-size passage ahead . A few
meters ahead and a sharp bend to the left brought us
to yet another 100meter drop. By this time, I was
reitli zing our depth must be well over 300 feet below
th:' entrance and the cave was still steadily dropping
deeper. As the cave became wetter, visions of depth
records and underground rivers began dancing in my
hl ".d . The bottom of the next drop ended at a small
Dl I: d fioor . A low miserable-looking sideways crawl led
all but its entrance had to be dug out. A few meters
do 'Ill the crawl led to a 5-meter drop, ending in a
sr.' ;111 sump below. Our vertical survey showed the
Sl::.lp to sit at 363 feet below the surface .
We became somewhat discouraged at our hope
f(; a record depth; however, there seemed great prom-

is' that we 'd only scratched the surface of the cave.
y.; ,h Sorcerer's Cave being in the same county, it
se . oed appropriate to name the cave after something
w '\ a mysterious air. I decided to call it "Wizard's
\\ :1" and all agreed that it fit nicely. Little did we
kJ. ·w how fitting it would become in the years ahead.
A week or so later, Mike Melot and Victor
R 'se led a team down the westward passage from the
be w m of the second shaft, Trolls Junction. This was
tl" main passage level of the cave at 275 feet down.
T '. :ir trip produced around 200 meters of new cave
ar: , the discovery of the "Earthen Fantasy" , a series
of 'lnely decorated galleries.
I became intrigued with the depth aspect again
so we launched a return trip to Mystic Sump with
SCI ba equipment. The end result gave us more depth
to :,he cave, but proved more dangerous than anticip,' ~ d. The drop from the crawl down to the sump
he) to be rigged with a piton and cable ladder. The
we: ils of the drop , above and below the water, were
C O ~lt e d with a thin mud cake, making it virtually
iIr: ) ossible to enter the sump with good visibility.
Tb\:re was room for only one diver .. , me!

The Dive
Armed with one 20-minute pony tank strapped
to my side, I sank out of sight. I went down for a few
feeG to a constricted vertical crawl. The visibility
qUickly became zero. A little question of "why"
pep ped into my head as I cautiously eased myself
dow n in between two uneven walls. I answered my
qUestion with a simple "because it's there," as I eased
down deeper, my chest and back scraping walls. The

passage led diagonally downward and back under the
crawlway and pit Hoor above. At six meters down, I
found an abrupt expanse. I felt the cylindrical curve
of the left and right walls as they receded away from
me . I could tell that I had more than likely entered a
submerged continuation of the shaft above me.
With only three meters of handline left, I sank
directly down against the wall from which I had
entered, feeling nothing but the comfort of the wall
against me. By shining my light directly into my face
mask, and holding my wrist there also, I could barely
see my depth gauge, which read 25 feet. Now holding
the end of the handline clutched Hrmly in my grasp, I
kicked off of the wall with my feet . I stretched out
sideways and touched nothing. The only thing left for
me to do was to try and go upward in search of an

"Wizard's is an underground obstacle
course ... "
airbell . A few meters up, I felt rock - no airbell and I was now beginning to run low on air. Forcing
my breathing to slow down, I cautiously pulled along
the handline back into the constriction and back up
to the sump chamber. This sump seemed to be a simple perched pocket collecting only meteoric water with
no source to feed or Hush it. It's very unlikely that it
represents the vadose level as two close-by water wells
were pumping from 570 and more than 600 feet,
respectively .
The encouragement was, however, the realization that the eight-meter dive had allowed us to surpass the depth of "Langtry Lead" (Big Tree Cave,
371 feet) by 17 feet. Our new depth tallied 119.1
meters or 388 feet, the second deepest cave in Texas!
We were still a long way from reaching the desired
depth in Sorcerers' Cave, but we knew that the depth
potential was present and that it might yield in
another area of the cave.

Other Sojourns
So many trips back to the cave have occurred
since then that I stopped keeping track of them a long
time ago. It consistently remained an exciting cave
because every trip produced more new cave. It began
to remind me of the PuriHcacion System in Mexico,
where continuing patience and perseverance was the
key to finding more cave. But to have it here in
Texas - albeit on a much smaller scale - was great!
Needless to say, it became a real effort to keep the
survey up with the exploration. By 1982, the western
extend of the cave had been pushed back to a high
dome lead which we thought might have terminated
further exploration without the use of technical climbing aids. It was a long way back there and carrying
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gear became a laborious task. Wizard's is an underground obstacle course - a strenuous cave in which
short distances seem considerably longer. Knees and
elbows bleed from its abrasive surfaces. Kneepads
become a must. We marveled at how one cave could
demand all skills and movements possible underground.
The "Earthen Fantasy" became a regular leisurely detour to see the wizardry of bicarbonate rock
transformed into odd and beautiful shapes. Newcomers would be shown the galleries giving all a constructive break from the arduous passage to rear
dome. Pacemaker Pit, a five-meter traverse with its
40 feet of exposure, toys with the minds of fatigued
cavers on return trips out of the cave.
In the spring of 1982, a trip to Wizard's took
place, of which I was unaware at the time. Mike
Melot and Victor Reese made a dramatic and rather
unorthodox attempt to climb the rear dome without
the aid of technical gear. Reese performed a total free
climb of the bell-shaped dome, at times hanging free
by his fingertips with over 40 feet of exposure below.
Amazingly, Vic made it to the top without a serious
accident. At the top, moving about was hazardous
due to a funnel-shaped passage containing many loose
rocks. As Melot stood on bottom, a large boulder was
dislodged from abovc which rolled into the dome, sailing down toward him. In split-second realization of
the danger, Melot literally dove head first down a
siope out of the fall zone to safety, and turned to see
that the boulder landed directly where he had been
standing -- a near miss. Once the top of the dome had
been cleared of scree, a rope was tossed to the top
from another caver who had managed to climb
approximately half way up.

bedrock shelf, covered by a boulder intentionally
placed there to prevent livestock from falling in. After
rolling the boulder aside, we found a free vertical
drop with the entrance being undercut in all directions only one foot down . Fortunately, we had
brought enough rope, since the nearest tie-off point
was over 50 feet away. The entrance was a tight fit;
passing it on the way out was reminiscent of the
overhanging lip of the Devils' Sinkhole -- on a smaller
scale. The cave dropped free for seven meters to a
sloping fioor. dropping another meter on the west
side. No leads were found; however. the cave was
clearly a phreatic dome eroded to the surface similar
to that of Wizard's Well.
Our second find occurred while hiking along a
creek bed approximately one-half mile south of
Wizard's Well. I noticed a curious black speck on the
bank about the size of a half-dollar with small accumulation of moss. I began enlarging the speck, digging
out loose dirt and rocks . Within 10 minutes, the
speck had grown to near body size , and I beamed a
fiashlight down into an open joint running perpendic-

" ... coatings of butter
scotch flowstone in runs
like melting ice cream ... "
ular and crossing the creek bed. While bringing my
face to the ground for a look inside , a surprise prickl y
pear stuck to my ear when I sat up again. This lead
began to look promising, as it could well have waler
action from the creek entering the joint; besides the
southwestern extent of Wizard's Well ran within a few
hundred feet of this lead. The crevice opening was
just short of body size, so I returned to camp with tne
news.

With the discovery of "Odyssey Hall," and the
extensive cave that lay beyond, another entrance was
hoped for . Hauling gear to that point in the cave had
become a laborious task. A phreatic tube, the Attic,
in the ceiling of the back end of Odyssey Hall was
discovered to rise to within 17 meters of the surface,
the closest we ever came toward another entrance. A
few days were spent in search of another entrance top
side. Surface surveys were done to pinpoint opposite
ends of the cave. A view from the top of a nearby hill
using visual markers over the passages outlined the
area of the cave, giving us some idea of prospective
areas in which to search for another entrance.
Although our second entrance was never found, our
search did produce two other small caves.

A couple of hours later, a group armed with
shovels, pry bars, and various implements of destr u~
tion returned, spending a few hours to enlarge th e
opening. Finally, a body could be lowered into tiie
hole. That body was Melot's. The fioor sloped do":n
to the south, to five meters below the entrance, bek re
becoming blocked. Overhead, a dome rose close to tile
surface. Near the back of the crevice, Mike had a COIlfrontation with a water spider the size of his onen
hand. The spider seemed overfriendly, and made . ~n
attempt to get a closer look at Melot. He declined t" le
invitation, exiting the cave in great haste. Thus we
named this lead accordingly: Spider Well .

Two More Caves

The top of the Wizard's dome opened exploration again in a sizeable passage of phreatic deve!opment. A few meters east of the dome opens onto
Odyssey Hall , the largest room in the cave, later to
serve as a useful camp area for work on the cave

The first of these was Quiji Well, eight-tenths
of a mile to the west of the Wizard's entrance. The
entrance was a small 16-inch diameter hole in a fiat

Works of Wizardry

th e Texas Caver

ahead. To the west of the dome, Vic's Dome, a high
canyon traverse leads to the edge of a IS-meter pit,
Sentinel Shaft. Below hangs the "Silent Sentinel," a
ZG-foot long black stalactite, high in magnesium content . From the edge of this shaft, an exposure traverse
to the opposite side leads to a high joint. A free climb
halfway down into the joint allows further access.
T he next twenty meters of passage, Wicked Wiggles,
beco mes bizarre and confusing. Several cavers have
got te n turned around to the point of utter confusion ,
although it is essentially a straight line pasage
through the rock joint. A short distance through this
v r tical maze brings one to IS-meter Push Pit as well
3" a hole in the ceiling leading upward .
The Push Pit is free-climbable with many foot!l rol cls a nd a short side leada t the bottom. The joint
p',ssage continues up a long talus slope under a massi 'e br eakdown block lodged in the ceiling; a small
!l.de in the wall leads to breakdown where a break\" ough was made .

The upward route from the Push Pit forms a
large loop between upper and lower level with
ph reatic development in the upper route . A climb
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through a dome-like room leads to a crawl which in
turn leads to a 2Q-meter long phreatic tube . At the
end of the tube , the passage splits off into two. To the
left, a 3Q-meter crawlway over sharp popcorns ends in
a flowstone blockage. To the right, a crawl leads to
the edge of the "Serpent Shaft." A free-climbable 14meter shaft opens. At the bottom of this shaft, a
short passage extends perpendicular to it, crossing
another, smaller joint in a shatter zone . A short distance ahead is the same breakdown area where the dig
through connection was found, connecting upper and
lower levels. This area, Sunrise Services, is an
extremely unstable , dangerous area. This concludes
the passage of the far west wing which twists in a
southerly direction from the top of Vic's Dome.
East of Vic's Dome a few meters lies Odyssey
Hall, a room approximately 10 meters wide and 30
meters long. From this room, only one passage
extends from the southern wall . Twenty meters across
this saddle-like passage leads into anot her joint running north-south . Several exposure traverses are

encountered moving along through the top fo the
joint. Forty meters ahead , the joint intersects the
Seance Shaft; at 22 meters, the large pit contains a
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natural bridge or divide, nicely decorated with
fiowstone. The ceiling extends up and out of sight in a
high, large dome. A rope is rigged through a natural
jug handle in the ceiling at the edge of the shalt and
drops to the bottom, along a popcorn-covered wall. At
the bottom, it is necessary to double back underneath
the joint on a lower level leading through a narrow
popcorn fissure.

Breaking Through with an Ax
Climbing upward, the passage splits with the
upper leading out to a hole in the wall of the joint
shaft above. Along the walls of this short, phreatic
tube is a natural trough or shelf running a distance of
six meters. Water poured from a canteen will run its
length and empty at the bottom. We named this
unusual feature Merlin's Slide. The lower passage also
turns phreatic and leads to a 16-meter free drop, Palpitation Pit. Two pitons are used for rigging here. At
the bottom, two pits in the fioor are found but end in
chokes a few meters down .
At one side of the bottom, a small crawl leads
behind a divide and partially encircles the bottom of
the pit in a wide, low crawl. The crawl extends away
from the pit, for several meters, until reaching an
inchway known as Collin's Crunch. A hand ax was
used for several hours cutting away at the ceiling to
admit several cavers, including myself. Even after
access was gained, the passage was still tight. Unless
one is very thin, it remains one of those "exhale-andpush" passages for a couple of meters -- choice
language is often heard there . Beyond the crunch, the
passage immediately opens up to Oziume Passage: a
wide hands-and-knees crawl increasing in height as
one moves along.
Ahead, another dome, Scrodome, is found in 20
meters. Two small pits on the floor led down a few
meters and ended. On our last trip to this section, I
managed to free climb it in one corner of the dome to
flnd another phreatic tube coming in from above,
which I followed several meters back to another fivemeter dome, Conception Dome.
Another free climb led to more tube and into a
25-meter long joint controlled tunnel (Bloody Shreds
Passage) which gradually tapers to a pinch. Near its
end, Mark Minton was able to climb another five
meters before it pinched out. Joe Sumbera mapped
this part of the cave. Back at the bottom of the Scrodome, a piton was used to rig a rope back to the bottom. Continuing down the Ozium passage, a trough in
the middle of the fioor develops as the passage snakes
around a couple of turns. The trough gets deeper and
deeper, until rounding the last curve, it becomes a
black void with another pit ahead. As the passage hits
a 100meter wide spot, a precarious ledge extends out

over the top of the pit.
Inching out to the edge of the shalt, Colophone
Pit drops free for 26 meters but easily gives the
impression of being much deeper, due to its 100meter
diameter size - the largest such pit in the cave. A
rope is rigged around a large slab rock at the edge of
the pit. Rappelling 011 the point of the ledge which
hangs out over the pit gives a free drop right down
the middle of the shaft.

Taking It to the Limit
Just over the lip, the ledge is undercut four
meters. Cylindrical walls encrusted with popcorn are
seen from about halfway to the bottom. A few small
leads extend short distances from the breakdown and
mud-covered bottom. Visions of depth records danced
in my head again. Unfortunately, too much collapse
had occurred in the bottom and all leads quit after a
few meters . Some small pools of water were found but
nothing to indicate the presence of a stream. Check-

"Wizard's Well has 33
known pits"
ing leads in the sides of the pit, we found that everything over five meters 011 the fioor proved to be very
sporting since it was covered with mud . Across the
Colophone, the passage continues along Tumor Trail
and gradually narrows into a miserable crawl containing thin ledges in which continuous body contortions
are required to pass. After around 35 meters of this
nonsense, a side crawl to the left leads a couple of
meters into the Cystic Chamber, a five-meter high
dome room with two leads near the ceiling (one on
each end). Neither of these went anywhere after a few
meters. Back in the crawl for another 20 meters, popcorn encrusted "Xylophone Dome" was found .
Caver Joe Collins got to see his first bat, faceto-face, while entering the dome. At the ceiling, four
meters 011 the fioor, a small, phreatic crawl leads f.ve
meters and drops into a similar dome, Dermis Dome .
At the far end of this dome, breakdown blockage
stops access into another similar dome which can be
seen through small holes between the rocks. At t,j];5
point, a lot of hammering or explosives seems to c
the only means of gaining further access . This is inc
furthest extent to which the cave has been pushed at
present.

Promising Leads
In 1982, Reese and Melot had begun exploration of the eastern passage (Wrist Breaker R.of.d)
which extends from Troll's Junction. They came out
with a reported 300 meters of passage and no end in
sight. An investigation of this passage became a mudslinging ordeal for more than one thousand feet. The
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average pasage heIght Is just over one meter wIth tens
of small domes In the celllngs along Its extent.
Around 100 meters down the passage Is a five-meter
long climb, DeCenestration Dome, whIch can be Cree
cli mbed but deserves a handline. The passage continues at the top, much the same as it was below. After
another 70 meters is another dome and pit (TectonIc
Tension) which must be traversed to cross. The passage contInues similarly Cor the next 300 meters until
it opens into a short stretch of walking passage
(Munchkin Hall) . Midway through Munchkin Hall Is a
fln e dome (The Fossil VaUlt) with beautifully exposed

sleeve shIrt and shred his blue jeans. The mud on the
way back out acts Uke a bandage, coating wounds and
preventIng much bleeding Crom shredded fiesh as well.
Sound encouraging? We decided to call thIs area "La
Zona Roja" . It is the furthest extent explored and a
rather miserable place but the cave still blows and
goes!
Although most leads left in Wizard's Well seem
grim at this point, it has been the kind of cave where
more passage is likely to be found but requires looking
behind every unturned stone. It is a unique cave in

Jo Ann Cebum In passage aIxM! lbe Seance Shalt

fossils embedded in the ceiling. Just ahead is a fivel.J eter drop leading to Psycho Crawl. ThIs muddy
crawl averages only one foot in height for 50 meters
Lc fore gradually opening up to hands-and-knees space.
It. continues 20 meters to the Roto Rooter, a small
muddy room .
Extending from the Roto Rooter is a grim passage averaging one foot in height, leading to a ragged
popcorn choke and then to another popcorn choke.
These have been broken through several times with a
hammer . The next 30 to 40 meters oC crawl are less
than sheer delight. The last caver to vIsit thIs area,
Reese, managed to crawl completely out of hIs long-

many ways; I feel certain other outstanding caves will
yet be found in this area of West Texas in the future .
To date, Wizard's Well has 33 known pits, many oC
which cannot be free-climbed . Trips to the western
reaches of the cave average 550 Ceet oC vertical work.

The Crystal Ball
Subsurface geology of the area has been
difficult to acquire but the major portion oC the cave
is thought to be developed in Buda limestone. We
suspect that the Segovia and Fort Terrett members
are present also. The cave structure seems to be
developed along stress Cracture patterns caused from
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long periods of drying effects on the formation after
cretaceous deposition . Although the cave is developed
along numerous joints, it is not strictly jointcontrolled since development is largely phreatic.
Interior cave life seems to be narrowed to crickets, small spiders, and beetles, none of which have
been identified. Nearby, markings and shelter cave
camps confirm the presence of the American Indians
at some point. However, nothing has been found in
the cave to indicate their presence. They were perhaps
superstitious -- rightfully so, fearing vertical fissures.
A lot of hard work has been done by many
good people on the Wizard's project. My personal
thanks go out to all those involved. There were
numerous incidents which made the experience of
Wizard's Well complete. For those involved and for
readers, I share and lament the following:
Falling into the campfire after an I8-hour
trip, bathing in a scummy sheep trough,
mud fights, waking up with a dead cricket
in my armpit, Melot's caving cowboy belt
buckle which pinned him in a vertical crawl,
Melot's fall out of a hammock onto his
head, Vic's daring climb, and tense
moments in Mystic Sump . Also, Eric Short
and his amazing talking orifice, Short in
general, snakes in the Wizard's Well,
Collin's Crunch, confusion in the Wicked
Wiggles, Ken Byrd's silent offering of appreciation, wetbacks walking through camp,
ranchers' dog bite, Jack Ralph's four
attempts, homemade climbing gear, and a
prickly pear in the ear. And last but not
least: Indian dancing with ascending gear,
Melot's dive frem the fall zone, moments in

~1DEwkre
deer under
Uffexas

J

where mer;
are men
dnd sheep
are
nervous...

the Meat Tenderizer, the wine party in
Odyssey Hall, gear hauling through the
Skinnies, cave in at Sunrise Services, caving
Wrist Breaker Road with no light, bridging
Gallery Guard Pit, traversing Pace Maker
Pit, bloody arms and knees, lack of water,
and derigging.
To all those who have visited Wizard's Well,
your cooperation in protecting the cave and landown.
ers' wishes is very much appreciated. All parties
interested in correspondence on Wizard's Well should
contact Mike Warton at P.O. Box 937, LaGrange,
Texas 78945.

Cave Closed
by Michael Melot
To my deepest regret, another great cave has
been closed to group activity in Texas. Wizard's Well ,
a significant vertical cave in Terrell County, is the
latest victim along with "Little Demon" , about 27 5
feet in depth. An unlimited amount of ridge-walking
is also off-limits.
Closure resulted from strained relations with
the cave owner and damage to the cave itself. In my
opinion, bad judgment in the character of some neophyte cavers during previous trips by a relatively new
grotto was a contributing factor.
As we know, without cave owners, we have no
caves. Please, for the sake of all cavers, exercise gooc
judgment in who is chosen to participate in grour
trips. Your life may depend on it.
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PERSONALITY
Caver Profile:
Pete Lindsley
by Jay Jorden
photos by Pete Lindsley
Pete Lindsley, secretary-treasurer of Cave
Research Foundation, has been caving for about 25
y :~ ars -from Mammoth Cave in Kentucky to
g' oadholes in the Guadalupes. Lindsley, NSS fellow,
Ii -is remained active through this quarter-century in
the
Dallas-Fort
Worth Grotto, the
Texas Speleological
Association, and in
the Society. Pete is
an all-around caver
-- explorer, photographer, surveyor, cartographer - who has
yet found some time
among these activities for holding office
and doing organizational work behind
the scenes.
When interviewed recently by The Texas Gaver,
'!te talked about his early experiences in caving, his
1 'try into "project caving" with the Guadalupe Caves
: ,rvey and CRF, and what the future holds in store.

J

',: xas Gaver: What I noticed, first off, is that you
were Texas Gaver editor as far back as 1966.
That's as far back as I have issues bound .... I
also noticed that the Dallas-Fort Worth Grotto
was pretty active back then, and that you were
pretty much, if not in the forefront of that,
heavily involved ...
I

~ te

Lindsley: ... The involvement with The Texas
Gaver came several years after I first started
caving. The caving interests started primarily in
late 1959, and I became active with the DallasFort Worth Grotto in 1960. I actively started
caving then as an NSS member around the end
of 1960, and then got into regional activities,
and then took on the Gaver for a couple of years
there in the mid-1960s .
... I edited the Gaver for two years. We had a
good staff of people here in Dallas at that time,
to facilitate putting out the Gaver. We had two
different people, Jackie Robinson and Catherine
Goodbar ... and they would alternately type the
copy. I would edit it and put the final copy
together. It was an interesting story with The

Texas Gaver there; when we took over the Gaver
from Jim Estes in Abilene, we had to find a
printer in Dallas. And finding an economical
printer in Dallas was not too easy. But Jackie
Robinson had a friend in the place where she
worked; a printer was putting in a printing facility there, and so we did business with this guy .
We learned how to roll our sleeves up and get
our hands inky; we were doing our own
halftones and line work in a makeshift closet
darkroom . We learned how to type on paper
masters, learned that smudge on a paper master
from a fiy fiying overhead would create a big
black splotch on the final copy, and we became
experts at making splotches on paper. Some of
the early Gavers had splotches.
The interesting thing was that after this was
going for two or three months, and we were getting a pretty good price for having to do a lot of
on-hand helping of the Gaver publishing, we
discovered that our printer was going away; he
was being thrown in jail for counterfeiting.
(Laughter). I'm serious. I think he was counter, feiting Neiman-Marcus gift certificates. He had
previously been in jail for counterfeiting $20
bills, I think. And so we severed our alliance
with that printer. He was fired from the firm
where we had the printing machinery . And were
kind of out without a printer, but we located
another printer who was willing to do it on a
low-priority basis. His print shop was in downtown Dallas, but we would still put the copy
together and deliver it to his personal home in
north Dallas, and usually about two weeks later,
we'd get our copy back and we would have
assorted folding , stapling and mailing activity at
somebody's home .
And so for the two years, it was really a good
activity that brought together probably a dozen
people in the Dallas-Fort Worth grotto.

TO: What got you started in 1959?
PL: I first went caving in Gorman Cave, as do many
neophyte cavers in Texas. The guy that took me
down there first lived in Irving, Texas ... That
was Bill Chadwick. He took me down to Gorman Cave; we explored about half the cave the
first time in; it was quite an expedition for us .
This was prior to being aware of an organization
like the NSS. Another of the old-timers we went
caving with was Calvin Perryman .... And we
started going caving with Calvin down in the
San Saba County area. Calvin knew Jack Burch
of Sonora fame, and we also started caving down
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in Sutton County in Mayfleld Cave. We were
involved with Jack's cave down there during the
early commercialization or the cave. And in ract,
one or the other old-timers in the Dallas-Fort
Worth area, Chuck Larson, and I went down to
Mayfleld Cave practically every weekend in the
summer and explored leads, did a lot or cave
photography and helped Jack with some or the
commercialization projects.

area, we checked the McKittrick Hill caving
area. We took a quick look Into Endless. I
believe Lee had already been into Endless. And I
believe the arrangement was to meet Jim Peck
in Carlsbad at Dry Cave, and go Into Dry Cave,
Peck didn't show up so we went into the cave
anyway . It seemed like an interesting cave, so
we hauled out our mapping gear and started a
survey. The entrance to Dry Cave is a big

TO. I noticed in that early time, in
1966, that you were not only
involved in editing, but writing
a lot about caving. What was
going on at that time seemed to
be a lot or mapping projects in
rar West Texas and in New Mexico. You mentioned in one article that Dry and Endless mapping had begun, but it was lagging behind in McKittrick. And
you were exhorting cavers to go
out and map more in McKittrick.

PL: Well,

it must have worked,
because I never had to go and
map McKittrick, and it did get
mapped! I believe Dwight Deal
pulled 00' the flrst decent map or
McKittrick Cave, so he must
have somehow been talked into
doing that. Carl Kunath was one
or the early caving compadres
back in those early years - I
guess Carl went caving ror a
year or two there where he got
in the cave and actually did a
survey. He did the survey in
Endless Cave. I never could get
him over to Dry Pot. He
thought it was a hot cave, unflt
ror human habitation; he may
be right.

TO: But you were involved on an
ongoing basis with the McKittrick Hill map? .. .

PL: Yeah, the McKittrick Hill stuO'
was started primarily by Lee
Skinner. Lee was an avid caver
in the New Mexico/Guadalupes
area, primarily the Fort Stanton
area, but when Lee was stationed in EI Paso, he
covered those caves pretty well. So when he was
transrerred to Dallas, we went caving quite
orten. And it was on one or these trips, exploratory trips to New Mexico to check out a new

PeIe Undsley at Ogle Olve's ShIeld

entrance, a sinkhole you climb down about 20
reet and there's a flssure passage that goes
straight ahead and gets small. This is what we
chose to map. The obvious lead 00' to the side
was what Peck was going to show us. And after
mapping the small lead straight ahead, we
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started into the obvious side passage that led to
the Balcony Room, at which point it looked like
the cave was going to open up, so we folded up
our mapping gear and decided to take a look
around, since Peck had not shown up yet to act
as a better guide. We just looked around on our
own. The first thing we found was Skinner's
Cutaround. Lee Skinner didn't like the narrow
jump over the Balcony; other people have fallen
there. Lee probably would have, so he pioneered
a new route, called the Skinner Chicken Route.
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PL: The same Jack Burch, and some other old-timers

There were four of us on that trip. Peck did not
show up until the next morning, by which time
we had found virgin cave a haIr-mile beyound
where Peck had pushed. We met Peck coming in
as we went out.

- George Yeary, Chuck Larson - were involved
with Fitton Cave working with Jim Schimmer horn working on Fitton Cave. Over the
years, the grotto has helped to keep a gate on
the cave to try to keep the rock hounds out of
the cave. Numerous of the trips made to Fitton
Cave were for the purpose of putting the gate
back on the cave after somebody blasted it off.
So many of the trips were gating parties. Our
deal was that the grotto would provide the manpower; Jim Schimmerhorn would appear there
with a truck full of river gravel and fresh bags
of cement. We would mix it up in Jim's wheelbarrow and haul it down the hill and install the
new gate. We did this several times on the order
of every other year .

TO: In June 1966, Burch was in the Arkansas Ozarks

TO. Have those preventative measures been pretty

where you were doing some mapping and lead
checking, and you mentioned Lee Skinner's
name . He was on that trip, and you mentioned
some other people ...

P!-: I see I've already gotten you fooled on Jack
Burch, because there are two Jack Burches.

'l C: Are there really?
[ 'r . There's a Jack J . Burch, and a Jack C. Burch.
Jack J. Burch was in the Dallas-Fort Worth
grotto and went on that Arkansas trip; Jack C.
Burch is the developer of Caverns of Sonora,
Natural Bridge Caverns, and a general
entrepreneur of cave development.
J -J .

TC: But in any case, I think what that trip report
showed was that even back then, as now, the
Dallas grotto was involved in caving in all sorts
of different states. You had your caves in Arkansas, caving in Oklahoma, of course caving here
in Texas and in New Mexico. I ran across also a
trip report from Oklahoma.
j )L :

Lee Skinner and I always had a running joke
that the Dallas-Fort Worth cavers were caving
in the NATO area. The NATO stands for New
Mexico and Arkansas, Texas, and Oklahoma,
and adjacent states. And that's true . The Dallas
cavers never really got down to Mexico until
later. Some of them did. But the grotto people
only caved in the United States in the mid-60s
anyway . So we considered ourselves to be NATO
cavers. We were involved in Fitton Cave in
Arkansas, since the grotto was involved and
before I was even caving.

TO: Oh , really?

much successful or have
managed to get through?

the

rockhounds

PL: Anybody who puts a gate on a cave can expect
to get it blown off, pulled off, knocked off - I
could take gates off faster than I could put 'em
on! The rockhounds are in the same category, I
think . I certainly believe that it's helped to pro-

"

because there are two
Jack Burches."

tect some of the delicate formations inside the
cave, but certainly the years or the months when
the gate was not on the cave - the cave has
suffered. Recent work in this cave has indicated
that some of the fragile, delicate gypsum and
aragonite formations have been destroyed by
parties unknown.

TO. Also, I noticed that you were doing a lot of
equipment articles back then. You wrote about
ascending devices that the French were using.
You were also doing a lot of work in photography. You've had an article on how to build your
own slave fi ash , that kind of thing. Of course,
you've always been active in photography. When
did that come about along with your caving!

PL: The photography started when I first went into
Mayfield Caverns and saw what an interesting
and unique cave it was. It was only about my
tenth cave. And prior to that time, I thought
that all caves were muddy. And when we went
into Mayfield , I discovered that caves were really
beautiful and so I carried an outdoor photography hobby underground and became a cave photographer . In those days, it was really before the
days of strobes. You bought a bunch of small
fiash bulbs on sale. Back then, you could buy the
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shots where the water drop was clear, it fills the
trame, and mirrored in it was what was on the
other side of the water.
It sparked an idea among lots of us -- Carl

Kunath, myself and several others immediately
became water-drop photographers. We learned
to expose the water drop a little bit, provide
sufficient lighting for the scene that was imaged
in the spherical drop of water itself. So we all
became expert water-drop picture-takers.

TO: Yeah, I noticed in what was a 1968 issue a cover
picture of yourself near a water drop, a small
water drop, in an unnamed cave. Don't know
where it was.

PL: I can't reveal the name of that cave. (Laughter. )
As for the caving equipment -- you asked about

caving equipment -- I think around 1962 or 1963
the Baltimore Grotto newsletter was one of t he
more active newsletters, and there were several
articles about various ascending equipment. This
was prior to the discovery of the Jumar ascender
or about that time, and at time most cavers
couldn't afford to buy one so they built their
own ascenders. I really started off on Prussik
knots. After I graduated from a 3O-foot tree, [
moved to a 18o-foot cave pit in New Mexico, in
the Guadalupe Mountains, and the rope that we
used was a 400-foot manila rope, which was a1;
that Bert Olsen and I could afford at the time,
half-inch rope. And our ascending equip men:,
was 3/8-inch manila loops.

Pete Undsley In Ogle Cave, New MexIco

small ones for 4 or 5 cents apiece, and carry in a
bundle of flashbulbs . And you needed them too,
because the ASA on the fllm was pretty low -on the order of 10 or 12, as I recall .... But the
photography started in Caverns of Sonora, and I
took a lot of pictures there . ... I also did some
photography in the Guadalupe Mountains, in
caves such as Cottonwood Cave. I did a lot of
big-room shots and particularly enjoyed specialized in closeups -- unique cave minerals and formations, helictites and aragonite, gypsum formations and such as that . One year, I believe it was
1964 , when the Texas people hosted the first
NSS convention in Texas, the winner of the
photo salon was an entry from Australia or New
Zealand ... And he had a water drop picture.
And it was just a fantastic picture, one of these

Manila worked really good, much better th at.
some of today's braided nylon ropes and such,
which tend to slip when they get wet an-.
muddy. Because we got interested in mechanic"
ascenders, we looked at an article in the Ba' ..
timore Grotto news for one particular kind (,'
ascender . Being an engineer by trade , it was e ~.:·
to see some obvious improvements in th <l '
design , and myself and several others bu P,
several versions of that ascender and fln al:':
came up with a model that was pretty good fo<
the time, and so we wrote articles about it ani)
gave instructions on how to build it. So t tl ·
homemade ascender -- completely homemac'·:
from scratch from aluminum sheet material ..
was the first ascending device ,
Later on, when I had been out of school sever:;!
years, I was then rich and was able to afford, n··
a Jumar ascender, but a Motherlode ascen df"
which was a pretty good deal for $15 . You CO I ~ "!
get a mechanical ascender that worked preLY
good for the first 1,000 feet of rope, at whicH
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time the soft sandcast aluminum teeth wore flat
-- faster if you climbed in muddy caves. You had
to replace your ascending devices.

TO: Do you still have your original ascenders?

PL: Oh yes. I've improved them. Jumar came out
with a spare part for one of their 1970 models.
It was a cam with teeth made out of chrome-

moly steel. The chrome-moly teeth are really
stout. I've slowed down somewhat on my vertical caving. And between that and the chromemoly steel, I still have my original Jumar toothmodified Mother Lode grotto ascenders.

"'0: What was the deepest pit that you've rappelled?
I

L: Oh, it's hard to say. I'm not really much of a
vertical caver. I don't like to do vertical caving
except to get from point A to point B .
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lowering the whole mess down the drop on a
pulley. The duffle bag was tied to a pulley with
7 jl6-inch Goldline. We were belaying this down
with a smaller rope. Unfortunately, someone
tied the belay rope to a flimsy snap. The belay
rope came loose; the ISO-pound duffle bag went
sailing down the main rope tied to the pulley to
the main rope. I was at the bottom. I saw it
coming at me. All I could do was grab the end
of the rope and run up the breakdown pile as
fast as I could.
It was fast enough to where the end of the rope

was still not at the bottom of the drop when the
duffle bag hit. It was halfway up the breakdown
slope. We dead-centered on a big breakdown
boulder! It bent our ammo cans. It caused about
$4 worth of damage, which at that time, was
what one Nikon and one Leica lens cap cost. It
broke our lens caps.

"C: You're probably in the same boat as a lot of us.

TO: Which pit was that?

L: I've never even been to the lip of Golondrinas. I
believe it was Madonna Cave, about 220 feet. I
always remember that drop, not from the size of
the drop. If you can climb 30 feet, you can climb
200. I remember that drop because Alan Hill

PL: That was in an unnamed Texas cave.

"Anybody who gates a
cave can expect it blown
off, pulled off, or knocked
off. "
from Albuquerque was along. Alan Hill had a
brand new or pracitically new Leica camera;
unfortunately, it was uninsured. It was in soft
gas-mask bag. As we rolled our equipment down
the breakdown slope, leading to the top of the
drop, unfortunately Alan's pack got away from
him . I heard the pack rolling off into the distance . He and I both realized what it was about
the time it left earshot.
We found it about 30 minutes later, somewhat
flattened at the bottom of the drop. They sure
build those Leica cameras stout! It still worked .
The bayonet lens was twisted off the body, but
the shutter still clicked . Unfortunately, the main
element of the lens was cracked.

TO: Oh, no!

PL: Another time in a Texas cave on about an SOfoot drop, a number of us proof-tested our cameras. We had probably a couple of thousand dollars worth of Nikons and Leicas in a duffle bag
inside of our foam-lined ammo cans. We were

TO: And then in July 1968, that's when I noticed
this idea of project cave coming up. That was
the issue in which you wrote a long article on
the project at Powell's Cave and how wet and
muddy it was, how many people were involved
in the project.

PL: That article you speak of is about five years
after the start of our work. Another of the oldtimers in the Dallas-Fort Worth grotto, Blair
Pittman, got wind of a big cave down in Menard
County, which was to become Powell's Cave. At
that time, it was called Jack Pit Mine. The
owner was Mr. Powell in San Angelo. Blair
negotiated with Mr . Powell to run a project into
the cave and as you know, it's down in the silver
mining area, from (J. Frank) Dobie's book,
Coronado'8 Children. That's the lost silver mine
area of Jim Bowie. Anyway, we were working in
the cave down there and as soon as we got in
and discovered the extent of it, we decided that
the Grotto itself could not handle the survey.
Instead, it had to be a regional project. We
enlisted the aid of other grottos in Texas. The
Dallas-Fort Worth grotto was instrumental in
the organization of the Powell's Cave mapping
project. Because of the sensitive access requirements, placed upon us by Mr. Powell, the grotto
organized and carefully controlled the operation
of that survey project for the first year, which
was project 48. We had permission to go into
the cave for only 48 hours. We did this on a 3day Labor Day weekend.
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We carefully cbose our start and stop points.
Fortunately, Mr. Powell came to visit during tbe
48 hours and saw that we really were a responsible group surveying his cave. He became very
interested in the project and was thereafter supportive of the mapping. I'm sure that when Blair
first started negotiations by phone, Mr. Powell
thought tbat we were hunting for Jim Bowie's
lost silver mine, as had otbers before us .
The project has been continued approximately
on an every-other-year basis for two or three
years, until it became tbe longest cave in the
state. It is a unique cave, in tbat it is a maze
cave and capable of supporting numerous mapping teams in it at any given time. So my first
hand in project caving was with the otber grotto
members in the organization of Powell Cave
mapping trips. About 1965, my interest switched
from Powell Cave to the Guadalupe Mountains
where there were a number of unsurveyed, uncatalogued caves.
We started working out there and discovered
soon that some of the more interesting caves
were in the national park. Not being allowed to
go caving in the national park, we then had to
do some negotiating with the landowner, The
National Park Service, and we organized the
Guadalupe Cave Survey, myself and Bob Willis,
then an Albuquerque/ Sandia Grotto man . Now I
understand Bob is a Texas resident . Bob ano I
organized the Guadalupe Cave Survey. The first
trip was about 1965. Bob Willis and John
Cochoran from Albuquerque, George Yeary and
myself from Dallas met in Carlsbad Caverns and
under the guidance and close observation of one
of the caver-rangers, at Carlsbad, started the
survey.
And one thing led to another. We ended up surveying the majority of Carlsbad Caverns under
the organizational name of the GCS. We mostly
used people from Albuquerque and the Dallas
area, but pretty soon various other towns in
Arizona,
Texas,
and
New Mexico were
represented in the early GCS efforts. Some oC the
people who moved to Albuquerque were old
Flint Ridge cavers who had been indoctrinated
into Cave Research Foundation in Kentucky.
And we sucked them into our project, and they
began to suck myself and others into their project in Kentucky . They admitted that we had
the prettier cave, but theirs was bigger, and this
was of Interest to me. In the late 60s, I was
invited to go back to Kentucky to crawl around
in Flint Ridge. Alan and Carol Hill took me
back to Kentucky, I believe tbat was about
1968. And over the next two or three years, my

project caving efforts then transferred from the
Guadalupes and the GCS operating in Carlsbad
Caverns to the Cave Research Foundation
operating in Mammoth Cave National Park.

TO: Was that the beginning of your CRF activities
in the late 60s?

PL: Yes, I first started caving in Mammoth in the
late 60s. And by 1971, we had completed longrange planning and negotiation to combine the
two groups and essentially the Guadalupe Cave
Survey was absorbed by the Cave Research
Foundation and was then one in the same. Th e
operation of the GCS was modeled after th e

" ... Carl Kunath, myself,
and several others
immediately became
waterdrop photographers."
CRF, not by design, but by Park Servi c(
requirements. It turns out that the two grou p:i
were similar in the way they operated and tll'
projects were similar . Our goals were similar, S' )
the two groups were merged and became as On e ,
The first trip into Flint Ridge is an interesti ll ',
story. It certainly follows the guidelines , of tli e,
old Flint Ridge suck-in , where you get assistanr v
to help you on a particularly difficult proj ec t
The first trip had been advertised as a river tri p:
that's why I went back with the Hills to Kell
tucky to see this big underground river. The bi f
gest river I had seen in Texas was Powell CaYI ,
It was a particularly muddy, grubby river. And :
guess we had mapped perhaps a half-mile of tll ,'
river there at Powell's.
And so when I went to the big cave back east ii:
Kentucky , I expected a big river . I even brough.
a rubber raft with me, and promptly got th ',
horse-laugh from people such as John Brid ge
who couldn't understand this crazy Texan brin rr
ing a raft to go caving in the river. But 11,
thought the rivers were bigger in Texas, an ,;
since I knew how big they were in Texas , j
assumed they were bigger in Kentucky. Boy, w;
were both wrong. They're pretty small in bot;]
places.
The first trip was very memorable. It was a riYe!
trip to a newly discovered river in Coloss:';
Cave. It was very fortunate to go caving on th ;,'
trip with Roger Brucker, Art and Peg Palmc"
Alan Hill and myself. The five-party team we';,
into the cave as a single unit; as soon as we h;
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the river, we began a leapfrog survey, Brucker
and Hill going ahead and the Palmers and I
starting at the entrance of the river. The plan
was to do a leapfrog survey; we started surveying and we didn't see them until the end of the

"Mr. Powell thought that
we were hunting for Jim
Bowie's lost silver mine,
as had others before US."
day. Roger and Alan had gone to not exactly the
end of the river. As I went back there later, it
was really still far from the end. But they went
a respectable distance ahead on the river and
started back toward us. That day, the five p~
pIe surveyed a mile of cave. Three of us surveyed 3 ,000 feet of passage, and Hill and
Brucker surveyed 2,000 feet of passage. It was
booming passage; there were only three side passages.
The funny story there was that when Brucker
and Hill got to the end of their passage and
started to survey back, they dropped the Brunton. The Brunton filled up with muddy water,
it was under the water - under the mud in fact
-- and it took them a half an hour to find the
dern thing . And then in the process of trying to
dry it out and remove the water with their carbide light heat, they cracked the glass. They
were able to repair the Brunton and get it in
good enough shape for survey, and met us 3,000
feet from where we had entered the river. And
by the time all the parties had tied the two surveys, we were ready to leave the cave.
Today , we don't do those passages with Bruntons; we do them with Suuntos. We try to do
them with waterproof Suuntos. Bill Russell
doesn't know this yet because the time we went
to the silver mine passage adjacent to Powell
Cave, I asked Bill if he had sufficient supplies to
do the survey when we entered the unknown
cave .. . Bill replied yes . It turned out that after
we got in there, both his Suuntos leaked, and
Suuntos don't work when they're filled with
water, either.
... We had our hands full just entering the cave
and exploring new ground . There was a particularly obnoxious pool covered with bat guano
which we all had to go through. That's what
had turned back many people ahead of us . We
were also foolishly carrying in our cave
transmitter , part of our electronic transmitting
device to locate a point on the surface. We carried the transmitter into the cave, the idea being

that we would take it in, set it up, and once it
was running, I would leave the cave and go on
back to the surface, pick up the receiver and
locate the point. Unfortunately, the cave was
rougher than our transmitter. We cracked our
switches, our high-voltage transformer coils
absorbed too much water, they short-circuited
with the high voltage. All the thing would do
was buzz. It would not put out a 2-kilohertz signal, which was what was required for communication with surface receivers.

TO: Was your nomination as a fellow of the NSS out
of any particular aspect of your work?

PL: It was primarily associated with the project caving work that I had done, both with Cave
Research Foundation and the organization of the
Guadalupe Caves Survey.

TO: In 1968, in December, there was a trip report for
Mt. Emory Cave in Big Bend and you were
listed down there. Was that something that you
all found out as a result of your work in the
Guads? Did you do a lot of work in the Big
Bend area?

PL: We 've done some work in the Big Bend .... It's
somewhat remote. .. . That was on one of my
first trips to Big Bend. If you look back in (NSS)
Bulletin 10, there are several leads there to Big
Bend caves. I think perhaps the Mt. Emory cave
was one we recognized from the descriptions of
that country in Bulletin 10. It's a fairly obvious
cave entrance at the top of the trail . ... We went
primarily to Big Bend to kayak the river. We
fioated the canyons, and being cavers, we obviously located and noted the caves located on the
canyon wall. We looked at several caves. We
found a bat cave on the Mexican side of the
river that was filled with about 80 sacks of bat
guano ....

TO: There was also a report from Nescatunga cave in
Oklahoma. Is that close to the southeastern
corner of the state?

PL: It's in the northern central part of Oklahoma.
One of our old grotto members was Jerry Fogleman .... He later went up to Oklahoma City and
was very active with the Oklahoma City grotto.
After Jerry arrived in Oklahoma, he gave us a
good contact with some of the Oklahoma people,
and we made several Joint grotto trips to
Oklahoma to visit some of the caves .... Some of
the caves that we went to were to track down
some of Jack "Sonora" Burch's leads. Jack was
very active in the late 50s in Oklahoma and
some of the fellows from the Ardmore area were
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active in the caves up there and had many cave
leads. And we checked out some of the better
cave leads. A lot of the Oklahoma caves are
filled with mud ....

Editor's Note: Pete has served on the CRF board of
d£rectors, was pres£dent for three years and is
now project manager of the Fitton Cave survey
for CRF. He is a past president and secretary of
the Dallas-Fort Worth Grotto.
TO: Was the survey of Carlsbad a resurvey or an initial mapping trip?

PL:

Just like most major caves, it is practically
always a resurvey unless it is a virgin cave. The
cave has had numerous mappers over the years,
including the University of Texas Grotto back in
the late 50s, mapping a passage here and there.

"being an engineer by
trade, ... myself and
several others built
several kinds of
ascenders"
The most famous mappers, and some of the
better mappers, were the National Geographic
Society expeditions and so the work that we
were doing started off as an assistance to John
Thrailkill to complete a dissertation on the geology of the cave ....

Editor's Note: Lindsley said that Chuck Larson and
George Yeary, old-timers in the Dallas grotto,
built the first cave radio circuit in the area. The
radio was used in 1964, prior to the NSS convention, in Natural Bridge Caverns to provide a
water source.
TO: You were also, I believe, among the first to go
into Inner Space.

PL:

... We opened the cave on a Friday night prior
to the TSA Convention in Georgetown. When
the Texas Highway Department had found the
cave through its drilling, it lowered a man down
the 18-inch corehole and announced that the
cave didn't go, and promptly sealed the entrance
back up. At the time, it was still legally the property of Dr. Laubach, and he gave us permission
to pull the plug, go back in and check it out. So
on Friday night we did that. It was a bit of an
undertaking. There were two or three plugs,
several hundred pounds. We u8ed an A.rrame,
block and tackle, that we used to pull the plug
out of the cave.

We were all ready to go. Then the next morning,
Saturday, we had our TSA Convention, and that
afternoon we featured a field trip to this virgin
cave called Laubach Cave. So late in the afternoon, a group of about 80 participants showed
up at the entrance and we all proceeded to enter
the cave through the 18-inch corehole. As fast as
we lowered people down and got them to talk to
us on a phone that was dropped down on a
separate wire through an adjacent four-inch
corehole, we would ask them, "What's going on
down there? What do you see?" The reply was,
"We don't see anything. There's nobody here .
Goodbye'"
After we got everybody else down the hole, the
organizers of the parachute-harness, A-frame
delivery system to the lower levels finall y
decided to also enter the cave. There were 60 to
80 people ahead of us. Sure enough when we got
to the bottom, there were only one or two ligh ts
going off into the distance . And so that was
quite a memorable experience for the whole T SA
convention, to get to explore virgin cave aft er
the morning lecture and slide shows. We went.
back every weekend for the next three mont h ~ ,
until the highway department more effectively
sealed the entrance from us ...
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FEATURE ARTICLES
CAVER EDITORS
by Rob Kolstad
At the Old Timers' Convention near Wimberly
last month, the TSA Board or Governors recently
confirmed the continuing appointment cir the two new
Texas Caver editors: Jay Jorden (heading the Dallas
branch) and John Spence (in charge of the Austin
branch) . Both John and Jay will share the editor's
duties, rotating the editing of the bi-monthly issues
back and forth between Austin and Dallas respectively.
Please submit material for the Caver to the editor of the edition next to be printed (try to get
material in a month before the issue is to be mailed).

TSA Board of Governors
Minutes: Sept. 21, 1984
by Jocie Hooper
About 43 people attended the Texas Speleological Association Board of Governors meeting at Old
Timers' Reunion near Wimberley. Officers present:
Andy Grubbs, president; George Love, vice president;
and Jocie Hooper, secretary-treasurer.
I. Minutes from last meeting were read .

II. Financial Report from May 21 through Sept.
21, 1984:

Texas Speleological Association
May 20, 1984:

Bank Balance
Petty Cash
Total

$959.27
6.00
$965.27

Credits to Date:
1. Subscription Fees
2. Back Issue Sales
Total Credits

$530.00
178.00
$808.00

Debits to Date:
1. Printing
2. Long Distance Calls
3 . Bulk Mail Permit
4. Postage
5. Miscellaneous
Total Debits

$527 .00
35.25
80.00
113.96
12.00
$768.21

Balance to Date:

$39.79

ill. Committee Reports

A. Publications -- John Spence, chairman. We
have received more copies of Introduction to
Texas Caves from the NSS. They are $5
each to TSA members. The TSA has sold
most of the Texas Cave Humor books and
Bob & Bob wants to purchase more. Speleo
Press does have more printed and available.
B. Logo -- Jay Jorden, chairman. Patch sales
are brisk. The committee is ready to pay
back TSA the $250 lent to get the patches
made .
C. Safety and Techniques -- Bob Cowell,
Chairman. A Texas Cave Rescue phone list
has been printed. Grotto representatives
should get a hardback copy which Bob will
update periodically. Xeroxes are available
to individuals.
IV. New Business
A. Texas Caver.

NEW MATERIAL
Credits to Date:
1. TSA Convention/Dues
2. Publication Sales
3 . Interest
Total Credits

$552.76
310.37
14.39
$877.52

Debits to Date:
1. TSA Convention
2. Secr. and Maint. Supp.
3. Member Refund
Total Debits

$200.00
52.04
1.00
$253.04

Balance to Date:

$965.27

1. Jay Jorden and John Spence are enjoying

Texas Caver
May 20 Bank Balance:

$0.00

their vlork as co-editors. It was voted unanimously that they continue in these positions.
2. What about the Texas Caver finances? It
was voted unanimously to authorize up to
$300 per issue for the next two 1984 issues
from the TSA funds. This was decided after
much discussion.
3. A suggestion was made to have the Texas
((aver funded entirely out of TSA funds.
After a lengthy discussion, the following
motion came about. The $10 TSA membership (which has in the past been divided
between the TSA $4 and the Texas Caver
$6) will all go to one fund and there will no
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longer be a separation between Texas Gaver
and TSA funds. The motion passed with
only three people dissenting.
4. The motion passed unanimously stating the
Executive Committee and Texas Gaver editors be allowed to decide what libraries and
out-of-state subscribers pay for subscriptions.
5. Another motion which passed unanimously
authorized the Executive Committee and
the Texas Gaver editors to decide how much
money will be spent per issue.
B. Brian Burton offered to sell 30 or more
waterproof survey books at $8 each and sell
them at cost to TSA members if the TSA
can front the money . It was decided to wait
and see the results of his inquiries.
C. It was decided to buy 50 copies of Texas
Gave Humor from Speleo Press at $3 each.
Twenty-five copies will be sold to Bob &
Bob at $4 each.
D. A committee to investigate non-profit status

for the TSA was established with Brian
Burton as chairman and members including
Jay Jorden.
E. It was unanimously voted to move the TSA

library from Rocksprings to Austin. James
Reddell has plenty of room in his new office
in the Texas Memorial Museum to house
the collection; besides, it will be more accessible there. His office also houses the TSS
files.
F. It was decided that the Logo Committee
keep the $250 previously lent from TSA
funds for new projects such as decals. There
was one dissenting vote.
G . What has happened about finding a TSA
tarp or tent? Gill Ediger has a new tarp he
will loan us.
V. Elections

A. President -- Nominees: Jon Cradit, Andy
Grubbs, Mike Warton.
B. Vice President -- Nominees: Brian Burton,
Allen Cobb, Mike Warton .
C . Secretary-Treasurer -- Nominees: Janie
Bucha, Johanna Reece, Jewel Ridenhour.
VI. Thanks to everybody for such a great OTR.
Mike Walsh and Gill Ediger get accolades for
organization; Pete Strickland for facilities. The
Old Timer cooks were "out of this world."

VII. Jocie Hooper was thanked for her time and
effort in helping with the Texas Gaver.
VIII. Adjourn.

VIEWPOINT
by Rob Kolstad
The NSS News' Janet (McCormick) Thorne
exhorts us in the October, 1984 issue "to increase [the
NSS'sj membership". She tells us that future dues
increases
might
be
postponed,
that the
Society's services will
have greater support
(perhaps even a bigger
monthly
newsletter),
that the NSS might
gain greater political
'--_ _ _ _ _ _ _ _ _ _ _--.J clout,
and
that
previously unaffiliated cavers can be exposed to the
Society's views on conservation and safety.
I have learned greatly over the last 22 months
how our Grotto and others throughout Texas recruit
members. I was intrigued by the item submitted by
the University of Texas Grotto to this month's Texas
Gaver detailing their September 12th "kick-off meeting". Not only did they see slides and a rappelling
demonstration but they were also treated to "The
Wilderness Below". On the next weekend, no less
than 33 cavers went on various trips in the area.
I think it is great that some of the Grottos in
Texas are going all out in this kind of recruitment. It
has all the positive benefits cited by Ms. Thorne but
has yet another she failed to mention: new blood is
the life blood of any sport or hobby. New thinking,
new insights, and new ideas are what make for constructive growth.
I had several super experiences with my 18 year
old friend over the last few weeks: his first drop, his
first survey, his first ascent, and his first virgin cave
discovery (though it was a little small ... ). Sharing his
excitement greatly enhanced my trips.
I hope that each of us will take a little bit of
extra time over the next two months to make sure
that any of our friends or acquaintances who want to
hear about spelunking have the chance -- in a safe,
sane, conservationist way.
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placed upon enhanced sketch quality and survey accuracy . The long-range goal will be to achieve a 0.1 percent closure error along a precision baseline which will
be integrated with the database forming the working
map . The map format will be a multiple quadrangle
design that will allow the cartographers' flexibility.
The project will have several cartographers, each in
charge of a particular section of the cave. Expected
final length of survey should be in excess of seven
miles .
Interested, qualified cartographers should contact the project manager at Route 9, Box 221, McKinney, Texas 75069 or (214) 727-2497 .
Similar to other CRF field operations, the
expedition leader will be in charge of each expedition
and will assume responsibility for party assignment as
well as required data items. Party leaders will be
assigned for each group working in the cave and will
be responsible for malntaining survey accuracy and
sketch quality . Interested, qualified cave surveyors are
invited to participate in the project and should contact Mr . Paul Blore at 2332 Hatfield, Fayetteville,
Ark. 72701 or (501) 521-1283 for additional information. Expeditions are limited to a maximum of 21
party members underground in interest of protection
of the cave resources . It is expected that there will be
a number of expeditions each year in support of project goals.

Hot Times for Old Timers
by Jay Jorden

=t~ Fellow Jay Jorden ~lng In lbe rope oonle5l »OIR PboCo by Rob

CRF Project
by Pete Lindsley
The Buffalo National River of the National
P ark Service has accepted a proposal submitted by
the Cave Research Foundation for the survey of Fitton Cave, Ark. Initial staffing of the project will
include Pete Lindsley, project manager; David
Hoffman , chief surveyor; Gary Schaecher, project cartographer; Robert Taylor , project cartographer; Paul
Blore , area coordinator; and Mike Warshauer,
newsletter editor.
The primary goal of the project is complete a
working map of most of the major trunk passage of
t he cave within the next two years . Emphasis will be

Mercy sakes, was it already time again for
another Old Timers' Reunion? The leaves had just
started to fall , a cool breeze was in the air, but we
thought this kind of wild partying, associating with
other cavers and hangers-on and general craziness had
been outlawed - well, maybe toned down a little since last year. But heck no. After all, this is Texas
("'), where real cavers don't use kneepads, and some
even go caving in short pants. We're talking serious
cave adventures here, folks.
So, like the swallows returning to Capistrano
(or Golandrinas) , we went to Blue Hole near Wimberley for the 7th annual Old Timers' Reunion. After
being underground for a year, the hard core and the
die-hard of Texas caving came out in the open for
three days of suds, socializing, and speleopoliticking.
Friends and neighbors, it was like a breath of fresh
air to see the open-air pavilion, lined with road-worn
4-by-4s, trucks and vans, and more than 300 cavers
filling the spaces in between with lawn chairs and
hammocks. Tables brimming with caving books and
equipment for sale, the latest speleoliterature - the
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Association for Mexican Gave Studies Activities
Newsletter and Texas Gaver among them -- attracted
plenty of browsers. The two big national gear suppliers were both on hand, direct from West Virginia.
Nearby, mud- and water-soaked runners dashed
through the Speleolympics and climbers strained on
the 3O-meter rope for the vertical contest.

his speleotales long before -- and after -- the official
Old Timers' reminiscing started following the awards
ceremony. Lloyd, who was called upon to participate
in the Speleotales, offered valuable insights on what
dishes patrons who order at Mexican restaurants are
sometimes served and how a little Spanish knowledge
can be very dangerous.

After dehydrating themselves in the more
strenuous events, including the ladder climb, cavers
could revive their spirits by entering the beerchugging contest, then toss down a free shot of Peppermint Schnapps before donning a blindfold for the
carbide-changing contest. Many a contestant followed
this sequence, including the author. Needless to say,
the quality of some entries in the last feat of skill
deteriorated through the afternoon, depending on the
liquor quotient, and quantities of carbide never made
it inside the lamps -- ending up on the ground
instead .

Although the Speleotales didn't corner the
market on all the caving stories and other bullstuff
overheard at OTR, it added appreciably to the stockpile of memorabilia. Organizer John Spence, Gaver
co-editor, tape-recorded vast quantities of it -- including, but not limited to, Dwight Deal's tale of undertruck camping, Craig Bittinger's story of retrieving
the remains of a villager from a deep pit that included
his huaraches, reminisces of early Gaver editor emeritus Bob Pearce of Austin on caving with Bill Helmer,
and Helmer's account of early caving trips. Helmer,
now a senior editor for Playboy magazine, traveled
from afar to attend the event.

But not all was wasted on this caving crew.
Wafting through the standing-room-only crowd was

, 'Wafting through the
crowd was the delectable
arOIlla of v arIllin ts"
the delectable aroma of varmints cooking -- barbecued
beef, pork, shrimp, and roadkill. Legions of cooks
stoked the long line of cookers red-hot and a small
army of servers took cover when the dinner bell was
sounded. But no one went away hungry.
Threading our way through the crowd, we
delighted in seeing history repeat itself. The lates and
greats of Texas caving were all there -- well, most of
them -- and we took comfort in knowing that TSA
and all its offshoots is alive and well and the Hill
Country is still growing us more, longer, and deeper
caves. OTR never ceases to shock and amaze the
unwary and unprepared. You just never know who
will crawl out of an inner tube at you from the
Speleolympics. Some tough hombres and mujeres
proved themselves on the course.
They included people like Jim Goodbar, who
flew in from Carlsbad, N.M. to attend the bash . But
running the Speleolympics wasn't tough enough for
him (a timer of the event, Roy Jameson, was heard to
remark to one entrant, "Run it again? No, I think
you've inflicted enough punishment on your body.")
Goodbar, not to be outdone, pinned a TSA button to
his bare chest and had himself photographed.
Also in the "Quien es mas macho'?" category
was Bob Lloyd, who drove 24 hours straight from
Tijuana, Mexico to make OTR, and was a past
Speleolympics contestant. Lloyd regaled a crowd with

The bullstuffing session was kicked off by Charlie Loving -- alias Old Man Wisdom -- who aided Deal
in the camping story and earlier passed out multifarious awards to the chefs of each barbecue dish at the
Saturday banquet. Other old timers, like Jon Everage,
never hit the spotlight for Speleotales, but had some
memorable lines around the campfire. "Come over
here, boy, and get your lickin'," he would yell, waving a wooden cane in mock anger.
When the sun set on this merrymaking, kudos
were passed around and cavers were treated to an
unforgettable slide show, graphically illustrated. Then
cries of "Hot metal!" were soon heard from behind
the screen, along with splashing into the cold, dark
waters of Blue Hole, as the obligatory hot tub and
sauna filled with bodies. Those lucky enough to
remain awake after the libations were treated to 104110 degree water in the hot tub -- courtesy Peter
Strickland -- and delightful, cleansing steam in the
sauna. Floating afterward in Blue Hole, swimmers
could gaze up past the silent trees to a plain of stars
and realize that life just doesn't get any better than
this.

Contest Winners
by Lisa Wilk
Jim Goodbar of Carlsbad, N .M., won to p
honors in the Speleolympics contest held at the n Y,
Annual Old Timers Reunion in Wimberley . Goodba:
completed the course in 1:11. Second place went tc
Andy Grubbs, with a time of 1:16. Gary Sansing wo)'
third, with a time of 1 :17 . In the women-over-4( ,
category, Judy Thompson won with a time of 2:1) ·
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Ms. Thompson is 45.

Brewster County, but no caves are known from this
area.

In the women's category, Molly Bittinger won
first place with a time of 1:35. Second place went to
Lynn Thompson, 1:41.5. Patty Mothes was third at
1:42.
In the vertical contest, Paul Fambro won flrst
place with 31.5 seconds. Also placing was Peter
Sprouse of Austin. The women's category was topped
by Patty Mothes with 45.8 seconds. Lisa Wilk was
second at 48.8 seconds. Third was Lynn Thompson
with an even 53 seconds on a 3O-meter course.

Three places were also awarded in the cable
ladder climb, carbide-changing contest and beerchugging contest. Rob Kolstad, Caver managing editor (Dallas branch) placed an outstanding third place
in the rope tying contest.
Many thanks go to everyone who participated
in the contests, and companies and individuals who
contributed prizes. Contributors included the Association for Mexican Cave Studies, Bob & Bob of Lewisburg, W .Va.; Caves Unlimited, Dubuque, Iowa; Custom Cave Gear, Charlottesville, Va.; Gill Ediger, Austin; Fantasy Shirts, Rochester , N.Y.; Lost Creek
Packs, Bloomington, Ind.; Mike Walsh and Mexicana
Imports, Austin; Plateau Packs, Crossville, Tn.;
Speleobooks, Wilbraham, Mass. ; Speleoshoppe, Fairdale, Ky.; the Southwest Texas State University
Grotto, San Marcos; the University of Texas Grotto,
Austin; Bob West; and Whole Earth Provision Co.,
Austin .

Geology of the

Stockton Plateau
by A. Richard Smith
The Stockton Plateau is the trans-Pecos extension of the Edwards Plateau, a broad, gently rolllng
upland cut along its margins by deep, precipitous
canyons. Along the east boundary, the Pecos River
runs in an increasingly deeper canyon downstream to
its junction with the Rio Grande in western Val Verde
County.
The Stockton Plateau includes this western
portion of Val Verde County, all of Terrell County,
the southeastern half of Pecos County, and easternmost
Brewster
County.
The
northern
and
northwestern boundaries of the Stockton Plateau are
not well-defined, but lie in the area where Cretaceous
rocks dip under the alluvium of the Pecos River valley
in the Toyah Basin. The western side is bounded by
anticlinal mountains composed of Paleozoic rocks. A
very small part of the Stockton Plateau lies in eastern

Except for very minor exposures of Paleozoic
rocks and Pleistocene alluvium, the rocks of the
Stockton Plateau are of Cretaceous age. With the
exception of a small area southwest of Langtry from
oldest to youngest is: "Glen Rose Limestone", "Trinity Sands", Edwards Formation consisting of lower
Fort Terrett Member and upper Fort Lancaster
Member, Del Rio Formation, Buda Formation, and
rocks of the Gulf Series. Except in the Langtry area,
where caves are known from the Buda, only the
Edwards Formation is cavernous. The geology of the
Langtry area is considered in a separate section.
The Fort Terrett Member of the Edwards Formation, ranging from less than 200 feet to as much as
500 feet thick, is a gray, thin- to thick-bedded fossiliferous limestone. In the northern and western part of
the Stockton Plateau, the Fort Terrett is characterized by marly mudstone and by a prominent collapse
breccia, caused by solution of gypsum, near the top .
Toward the southeast, the Fort Terrett loses the
marly mUdstones and gains an increasing number of
rudistid until it grades into the Devils Tower Formation 'near Langtry.
The Fort Lancaster Member of the Edwards
Formation, from 250 feet thick near Fort Stockton to
more than 450 feet along the Rio Grande, is very
similar to the Fort Terrett, but has more marly and
nodular beds to the north . The Lancaster grades
southeast into the Devils River Formation near
Langtry. Hard beds within the Fort Lancaster are
referred to locally as the "first, second, and third
caprocks"; the third, or uppermost, caprock may be
up to 100 feet thick where it caps large areas of the
Stockton Plateau in eastern Pecos County and northern Terrell County. The lower caprocks - flrst and
second - cap prominent mesas and outliers of the
Stockton Plateau along its northwestern edge.
The Cretaceous strata of the plateau dip very
gently southeast except in the northern part where
they dip northeast. A few faults of small throw and
some broad gentle flexures interrupt this general
homocline. Jointing is prominent along the Rio
Grande and in the northern part of the area, but no
regional studies of joint direction are available.

Editor's Note: This article reprinted here courtesy of
the Texas Speleological Survey.
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RESTAURANT REVIEW
DELUXE CAFE
Carlsbad, N.M.
by Jay Jorden
Looming in the horizon through the New Mexican fiatlands, to greet the weary caving traveler, is
sleepy, rambling Carlsbad and its gastronomical
haven, the Deluxe
Cafe. Also known
simply as "Pete's",
it
represents the
quintessential greasy
spoon
complete
with
naugahydeupholstered booths,
carbon-caked
grill
and curio shop.
But
the
Deluxe serves up its
diner
food
with
class. Adorning the
facade of the restaurant are bigger than
Owner Pete Panagopoulos In front of
life
portraits of its
the Deluxe Cafe . Photo by Jay Jorden .
owner, Pete Panago' - - - - - - - - - - - - - - - - ' poulos, sporting a
chef's hat. They serve as beacons to starving cavers
converging on the underground wilderness of the Guadalupes about 50 miles away.
A staple is the $3 chicken fried steak, plus
other lunch specials. But don't miss out on breakfast
at Pete's . We tried the 99 cent pancakes, served up
with margarine and syrup and accompanied with
steaming hot coffee.
Like many greasy spoons, the Deluxe features a
small salad and choice of vegetables with its lunches.
Ask the waitress for hot rolls -- she may forget . But
the service is a cut above the usual diner surliness.
While eating, glance around the dining room.
Patrons may see other cavers from far-fiung places
chowing down before the rappel at Madonna's. We
met explorers from California, Wyoming and
Colorado during a recent stopover .
Pete, an obliging and affable Greek, said he
came to the United States about 22 years ago and
opened his eatery. He's been at the same crossroads
location ever since . Can't miss it.
The curio shop is well-stocked with Carlsbad
Caverns paraphernalia, souvenirs and cards. The
matron has been known to graciously consent to mail

postcards from her shop -- with proper postage.
Data: The Deluxe, ~~, 224 S. Canal
St., Carlsbad, N.M.; (505) 887-1304. Open 24 hours.
Facilities for small banquets. Visa. Mastercharge. No
checks. Inexpensive to moderate .

Restaurant Reviews
by Rob Kolstad
This issue marks the first Texas Gaver Restaurant Review. This important section will aid traveling cavers in finding the best possible eateries at
which to part with their hard earned pesos.
Each restaurant rating contains all the information needed to enjoy the restaurant to its fullest
extent: menu items and criticisms, address, telephone
number, hours, banquet facilities (yOU never know) ,
credit cards accepted, pricing, and of course: the
Texas Gaver Bat Rating. Each restaurant can receive
from one to five bats which denote the overall impression of the reviewer. In a recent interview, the editors
were able to name dozens of one bat (~) restaurants
but
not
a
single
five
bat
(~~~~~) restaurant . Five bat restaurants are the epitome of caving cuisine: outstanding food, subdued but exciting or intimate atmosphere, inexpensive pricing, 24 hour service, all major
credit cards, and attractive wait-persons.
Please submit your restaurant reviews so that
all can benefit from the experiences of others.
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GROTTO REPORTS
TSS News
by Wllliam R. ElUott
The Texas Speleological Survey is becoming
computerized! James Reddell and Blll ElUott have
each bought Morrow :MD-3 microcomputers and are
using them to compile data on Texas caves. Theirs
ar e compatible with the MD-2 owned by Peter and
T erri Sprouse, used mostly Cor the AMCS. Word processing is already allowing more easily produced publications.
Elliott is developing several databases with
dBASE II, an information management program. In
September, he began compiling inCormation on Kendall County (the Boerne area). At the Old Timers'
Reunion, several cavers went over a printout oC the
Kendall file and added inCormation .
Sometime this Call, a new type of publication
will be begun by TSS on a trial basis. "A Field
Guide to the Caves oC Kendall County" will be the
fi rst issue . It will be reproduced in limited numbers
for those registered TSA members who want to do
some surveying and exploration in Kendall County.
Included will be copies oC location maps and some
cave maps.
Kendall is one of the major cave counties that
was never published by the TSS . One of the reasons
fo r that was the lack of finished maps and polished
information . So, we are willing to try periodically
issuing a limited number oC field guides to various
counties that need work. The information contained
on each cave is like a large index card with about 25
items (fields) of information . Many of these fields are
blank and need filling in. An important field is called
" NEED" , in which we list what the TSS especially
needs to complete its file on that particular cave.
If you are willing to do a little work in Kendall
County or already have some information on it,
please drop us a line and let us know . Tell us iC you
want to be on the list to receive the Kendall County
fi eld guide when it comes out and give us your TSA
number. The cost of the field guide is not known at
this time. We are trying to gather as much existing
information on Kendall County as we can before producing the field guide. We have 95 caves on file now
and expect to top 100 before long. After the guide is
out , we expect cavers to send us new information to
update our files . If needed, a revised field guide can
then be issued.

Ultimately, we would publish a Cormal report
on the county through the Texas Memorial Museum
in Austin, in a new publication series called

Monograph3 in Spe/eology. The monographs will not
contaln owners' names or exact locations since they
will be sold publicly. However, the field guides will
contain such sensitive inCormation since they will be
distributed only among cavers.
The first monograph to come out, George
Veni's The Cave3 of Bexar County, is progressing
well . No publication date is planned as yet.
We want to thank Mark Minton, Gill Ediger,
Scott Harden, Randy Waters, Kim Maloy, George
Veni, Merydith Turner, and Mike Wharton Cor contributing information and maps to TSS recently . We
need more of that stuff that is lying around in your
houses out there in caver-land.
William R . Elliott
12102 Grimsley Drive
Austin , TX 78759
(512) 835-2213

Permian Basin S. S.
condensed Crom the SPYLUNK
The Permian Basin
PERMIAN BASIN
Speleological Society holds
its elections on Thursday ,
October 18 (Ed. Note: just T
N
aCter press time). The four
page (eight side) Monthly S
S
SPYLUNK will probably A
S
gain a new editor in the
process (rumor has it that
Bill Greenlee is the leading SPELEOLOGICAL SOCIETY
candidate) .
Future plans include cleanup of the McKittrick
Hill Caves (Endless, McKittrick, Sand, and Little
Sand Caves), a trip to Sorcerer's Well Cave (advertised to be the deepest in Texas) , and a rumored jeep
trip to Big Bend.
Bill Bentley and Dennis Haynes attended OTR
on September 21-23. Bill reported that the festivities
were tamer this year but with more naKed women
(Ed. note: rats, missed them again).
The SPYLUNK reports many interesting trips
including Hicks Cave, New Mexico by Tony Grieco
and Buddy Sisk o They had a very difficult time
finding Hicks Cave before eventually spending a single
hour underground.
Tony and Buddy also went to Doc Brito Cave
(New Mexico) in order that Tony might instruct
Buddy in vertical techniques . They ultimately found
the entrance to the "elusive Doc Brito Cave" and
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went exploring. They enjoyed the special charm of
their three hour trip.
September 15th & 16th found Bill Greenlee and
a dozen Mesilla Valley Grotto Cavers at Torgac Cave
and Ft. Stanton Cave in New Mexico. Kathy Peerman led the Saturday trip to Torgac cave driving
"through sections of pavement resembling the streets
of Berlin in 1945." After reaching the site, they
entered one of the sinkhole entrances to find mazes of
passages through huge breakdown rocks in the gypsum cave. "The large gypsum formations near our
exit were very spectacular and unique. Calcium
sulfate's crystal lattice dictates the growth of bizarre
looking formations ... [the] cave is beautiful in a hellish
way."
On Sunday, Tim George, Joe Orr, and Bill
Greenlee led novice Randy Rierson on a tour of Ft.
Stanton Cave in order to find the infamous "Roger"
mud sculpture. Randy lightened his pack at the
entrance to "Crystal Crawl" and left his camera, belt,
jacket, stove, mess kit, and raincoat. They finally
found "Roger" and poked into the "Trophy Room"
on their way out.
Dave Belski, Bill Bentley, Tom Dillon, Bill
Greenlee, Tony Grieco, Bob Hunt, and Pat Murphy
journeyed to Deep Cave and Hell Below Cave in New
Mexico on September 29-30, 1984. The fog did not
delay their entrance to Deep Cave where they rigged
200 and 300 feet of rope to self belay themselves into
the cave mouth. Bill Greenlee entered first wearing
full ascender gear and learned that the end of his
well-anchored rope was in fact 8 or 10 feet off the
fioor of the cave. A re-rigged set of ropes allowed a
handful of feet of spare rope.
"The cave is a vast echoing chamber with a
large talus pile in the center . From the bottom of the
talus , the gaping entrance appears to be a small window . Fog rolling in from outside added another eerie
dimension.
"Deep Cave's formations are profuse and pristine. They range from towering, draped columns to
tiny soda straws. Much of the cave is very active . . ..
the most interesting formations are Deep's slender,
arrow-straight totems."

UTG News
by William R. Elliott

In August, Jack Ackerman went to Vortex
Spring in Florida to do some cave diving. He also
visited Morrison Cave. After returning to Texas he
went Bracken Bat Cave, Comal County, and ran into

a National Geographic crew filming Dr. Merlin Tuttle.
This will be on TV next March. Allan Cobb visited
Gruta de la Estrella near Taxco, Mexico, where he
went on a guided tour.
Bill Steele of San Antonio ran Bear Creek
Scout Reserve near Kerrville this summer. One of the
highlights was taking about 70 kids into Ghost cave,
making them sit in the dark and scaring them good
with daddy-long-legs crawling over them. The cave is
a single room about 10 feet high.
The grotto was treated to a special showing of
the Pena Colorada Expedition slides form Bill Stone
and others, who sent them to Mark Minton . This was
a major cave diving expedition in Oaxaca that
attempted to connect a resurgence to the Huautla system many kilometers away. Several sumps were
passed and a major camp was set beyond one of them.
The story may be found in the recently published
AMCS Activities Newsletter 14. A map of the cave
was displayed on the wall.

'*

In late August, Lisa Wilk, Nancy Weaver,
Mark Minton, and Bill Russell went to Austin
Caverns near Lake Austin. This required a 25 foot
rappel through a manhole. They tried to dig into the
main cave which was blasted shut years ago but did
not make iL.

Bill Elliott and Chuck Sexton mapped Dobie
Shelter on land near the old Kretschmarr Ranch west
of Austin. This was a previously unknown cave at
the head of a small canyon.
Roy Jameson and Patty Mothes reported their
summer activities in Western Virginia's Friar's Hole .
The cave was extended by 3,000 feet and is now 44
miles long.
Tom Byrd went to a UT Geology Field Camp .
One of the excursions was a trip led by Ron Kerbo to
the Lower Cave in Carlsbad Caverns.
Rodney Leist is working on getting cavers back
into Spring Creek Cave, Kendall County. Huge
amounts of survey data for this cave and the nearby
CWAN system are in the UT computer. Bill Elliott is
compiling a database on Kendall County for the TSS
with his new microcomputer. A printout will be
available this fall for those who want to work in Kendall County.
On September 12, the University Speleological
Society held its first big meeting of the fall semester
A large crowd of newcomers attended and was treaten
to a special slide show by John Gilliland. Then LYD!'
Thompson , Paul Fambro, and Rich Rohwer rappeIlet !
out of the ceiling of the auditorium and demonstrated
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surveying methods and caving gear. The 1973 Frank
Binney film "The Wilderness Below" was shown and
people were signed up Cor introductory caving trips.
T he Collowing weekend, a group oC about 15 new
cavers were led by Bill Russell, Mark Minton, Bill
Elliott, Erika Heiden, Duwain Whitis, Barb Vinson,
and Bill Mixon to Goat Cave and Whirlpool Cave in
south Austin.
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landowner, who had a good working relationship with
cavers so Car. So, the whole thing was called off.
On the same weekend Andy Grubbs went to a
hide-and-seek cave game at Robber Baron's Cave in
San Antonio; this worked out quite well in this maze
cave. Led by George Veni, the 24 cavers Crom San
Antonio, San Marcos, and Houston had a great time.

The same weekend 18 cavers went to H . T .
Meier'S Cave and were led by Lisa Wilk, Mark Mincon, and old time SWT cavers Joe Sumbera and Jim
McIntire. Arter a rainy first night, the group went in.
Some practiced vertical techniques in the entrance
,.eries while two teams resurveyed the lower section.
The new depth is 104 meters (the old one was 103
neters). The old survey looked pretty good by com)arison . The surveyors were in Cor 10 to 12 hours.
;)n Sunday they hiked around looking Cor a rumored
cave, but could not find it.

Vertical training will be held soon and there
will be a big club trip to Bustamante, Nuevo Leon on
October 12-14. Paul Fambro piqued the new cavers'
interest by showing some oC his fine slides oC Gruta
del Palmito.

Rich Rohwer and others Cound a new area in
'.irman's Cave, Travis County, off oC Sherwood
'orest. They got into a fairly large room and some
<,oing passage but turned around . A survey trip is
. lanned soon. This is the first new extension oC the
ave in quit~ some time.

The Bexar Grotto Lives

Bill Russell checked Coyote Cave in a new Aus·n subdivision and got down maybe 15 Ceet. It was
n old well that intersected a room 40 feet down.
John Spence went caving near McNeil on the
"ravis-Williamson County line. Cricket Cave was
<: ·l ecked and found to be a 150 foot crawl with Corma' .ons . It choked out in cobbles. Another cave was
r·lUnd and may be new.
The Texas Old Timers ' Reunion was held in
.'imberly at Blue Hole on September 21-23. Mike
" ' alsh reported that 340 attended, the biggest turnout
) ~ t . The born-again owner of the camp got a bit pert'l rbed by some of the antics, but most things came
c T well . The TOTR Committee earned $275 towards
r. \!xt year's bash. Mike will not run it next year and
i:- looking for volunteers to take over. Paul Fambro
s· t a new Republic oC Texas 30 meter rope climb
r -'cord of 31.9 seconds. Lots oC prizes and door prizes
v, ere awarded, bankrolled by generous grotto and
other donations.
A group of Austin Cavers went on a tour of
' atural Bridge Caverns on September 29. A hopedfor joint trip with San Antonio cavers to nearby
Bracket Bat Cave to watch the bat fiight was
scotched because oC a royal foul-up by the Witte
Museum in San Antonio. The Museum had gotten
involved with the planted trip and actually advertised
it in the newspaper and on the radio, which irked the

The grotto meets the first and third Tuesday oC
each month. The "TI" cavers, who also attend our
meetings, meet on the second Wednesday oC each
month. Visitors are always welcome.

by Linda Palit
Caving with the Bexar Grotto has held the
attention of San Antonio cavers for the last Cew
months to the point of our neglecting to write about
it. In catching up, let's start with the present and
work backwards.
Several trips in the last two months have been
in efforts to help George Veni finish his work on the
Bexar County Survey. George, Blair Stone, Joe Ivy,
Alan Montemayor, Duane Canny, and Linda Palit
spent a rainy September Saturday photographing and
exploring Helotes area caves including Basement,
Hilltop, and Rona's Caves. A Cew days later, Duane
and Joe helped George finish the map of Kamikazi
Cricket Cave .
Other work for the Survey included a mapping
trip in the downstream passage of Isopit Cave by Joe
Ivy and George Ven!. They report that the crawl now
extends to 200 ITleters; it awaits their "crawling souls"
to continue the map and exploration. George and
Scott Hardin mapped and explored Unknown Cave, a
seldom visited Bexar County Cave. Scott, Kurt Menkin, and George photographed Elm Springs Cave
where the sumped water crawl has had only two
inches of water in it but the air was so bad it could
not be explored. Finally a Bexar County bad air cave
was the site for an out-of-the-water scuba trip for
mapping the cave for the Survey by George Veni and
Randy Waters. Both had "soft skulls" when they
exited in spite oC the scuba gear.
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In late September, Kurt Menkin led a trip to
the Blue Hole Caves near Helotes and gave the owners
copies of existing maps. Jenni Bucha, Bob Cowell,
David Dannemiller, and Joe Ivy accompanied him.

A new twist to visiting Robber Baron Cave was
tried on the last Sunday in September by cavers Crom
Bexar, Greater Houston, and Southwest Texas Grottos: Cave Hide and Seek. Numerous other trips to
Robber Baron have been made throughout the summer. David Nash and David Dannemiller discovered
virgin passage which is still going (with some digging) .
Randy Waters, Joe Ivy, Bob Cowell, and others have
been frequent visitors to the cave, working on the
grounds, cleaning graffiti off the walls, and planning a
new gate.
Bexar Cavers Duane Canny, Scott Hardin, Joe
Ivy, Linda Palit, and Quinn Woods explored and collected bugs in Haby Salamander cave in early September. A return trip in October was postponed
because oC rain.
Bexar Grotto sponsored a clean up oC San
Antonio Springs between May and August oC this
year. Duane Canny, Carmen Goyette, David Dannemiller, Scott Hardin, Joe Ivy, David Nash, Linda
Palit, Blair Stone, George Veni, Randy Waters, and
of course Guano helped with this. The clean up was
followed by an attempt by George to conduct a dye
trace between SA Springs and nearby wells; unfortunately , the trace was plagued by multiple problems
including closed wells, broken pumps, and a sporadic
water supply.
Boehm's Cave in Medina County was the site
of two Bexar Grotto trips in late spring and early
summer, testing the water-crawling and chimneying
skills of Duane Canny, Guano, Scott Hardin, Joe Ivy,
Dotty Kern, Linda Palit, John Spence, and Quinn
Woods.
Medina County was also the site oC several
exploration and surveying trips to Margurite Cave
during May through July . Margurite is unusual
because oC its canyon passage; Bexar cavers who ventured into the low, thin air on one or more occasions
included Duane Canny, Jim Coffman, Lydia Coffman,
Steve Gutting , Scott Hardin, Joe Ivy, Hal Lloyd, Kurt
Menkin, Alan Montemayor, Linda Palit, Blair Stone,
and Connie Weber . Various cavers from other grottos
joined in these trips .
Further exploration in Medina County has led
to several caves on the old Sidleman's Ranch, but the
elusive cave "so big you can ride a horse into it" still
has not been found; present on these searches were
Duane Canny, Joe Ivy, Terry McDaneld, Linda Palit,
Quinn Woods, and the famous cave sniffer, Guano.

Bexar Grotto sponsored a Cascade Caverns
training session in early June. Bob Cowell and Randy
Waters replaced lightbulbs for the cave owner while
vertical training was conducted by Ed Geslone, Steve
Gutting, and Duane Canny. About 25 Bexar Cavers
participated in vertical practice.
Observations of Bracken Bat Flights have been
conducted by Randy Waters from early spring to
early fall, with enthusiastic grotto and community
cooperation.
Tonne's Pit was rediscovered in the spring by
Bexar Grotto cavers at the request of a New Braunfels
real estate agent. It is a 70 foot drop to a small but
nicely decorated room explored on two occasions by
Duane Canny, Steve Gutting, Ed Geslone, Nan Gutting, and Guano (this was his first vertical cave).
In the spring, several area grottos invited our
participation in projects and trips. Randy Waters,
Joe Ivy, David Nash, David Dannemiller, and Eric
Short participated in the Langtry project. Quinn
Woods and Mike Johnson helped in the Ezell's gating
project; David Nash, David Dannemiller, and Doug
Drysdale were on the way to that project but were
stopped in progress by a devious patch of gravel
which upturned their truck and crunched its top.
Bexar Cavers Don Arburn, Bill Steele, Randy Waters,
and Duane Canny have also helped on one or more
Preserve Cave trips.
Because of space, the Austin, San Marcos, and
Galveston Cavers who participated in our trips are
not mentioned by name. But Bexar Grotto would like
to extend many thinks to all of you who have invited
our participation in trips and projects. We extend a
welcome to anybody who wants to cave with us. Let's
keep Bexar Caving!

Temple Grotto
from the telephone
It was with great
regret that the Caver was
informed that the Temple
Grotto is no longer active.
Requiescat in pacem.
Thanks
to
Frances
McCauley for providing this
information. We can only
hope that the future will be
brighter Cor those cavers from
Temple who were formerly associated with the Huaco
Caving Society.
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by Jay Jorden

Brooks and Lemonier also traveled to .the
Ozark Mountains of Arkansas on Labor Day weekend
to see Little Bear Cave.

This year has been a rewarding one for the
Dallas-Fort Worth Grotto, whose members have been
involved in mapping and exploration in four states
and Mexico. About 2.7 miles of passage have been
mapped in one cave in Oklahoma during multiple
t rips, while DFW cavers have participated in other
survey projects in at least five other areas.

Brown, Brooks, and Jorden began mapping in
Palo Pinto County, accompanied by Eric Spears of
Mineral Wells. Page 30 shows one of the maps produced: Bowden's Water Cave, a vadose water tube
near an abandoned quarry which underlies a large
sink-dotted hillside. Thanks to John Brooks for the
excellent drafting.

The most activity has been centered in the
Wild Woman Cave area of southern Oklahoma, where
a t least 11 trips have been made . In the latest two
t rips, during September and October, an entrance-toentrance link was made after a pit was rappelled and
t he new data tied into the old survey. Several smaller
caves were explored and mapped and some ongoing
digging projects started .

In New Mexico, Brooks, Jorden, Charlie Collier
and Paul Vittelaro visited several caves in the Guadalupe Mountains Jan. 4-5. In March, Brooks
returned to the area with Burton to check leads.

D-FW Grotto News

Participants in those trips included Scott Pannell, the Mike Browns (younger and elder), Terry
Holsinger, Rob Kolstad, John Brooks, Brian Burton
and Jay Jorden. Also joining the last two survey trips
to the cave were members of the Arbuckle Mountain
Grotto, including Joe Ben Pruitt and Dennis Thompson and others from Oklahoma.

DFW Grotto was represented by Brooks, Lemnoier, Todd Wilson, Hill and Jorden for Memorial
Day Weekend in the Guads, joining cavers from Austin and Colorado .
Three Fingers Cave, the "Pink Caves", and
other caves on Guadalupe Ridge were visited.
Brooks also went lead checking in the Guads
later' this year, and Donna Anderson, Sharon Lytle,
Holsinger and Poynter assembled a trip there.

Earlier trip personnel to the Wild Woman area
from Dallas included: Burton, Holsinger, Raalen
Brown, Jorden , Brooks, Dwayne Bailey, Dave Fabry,
Alan Glennon, Ashley Glennon, Bob Glennon, Kevin
Hughes , Kolstad, Philip Lisle, Steve Long, Barry
P rather, Victor Pyle, Sam Watkins and Toby
Wilhelm, February and April; Brooks, Jami Lemonier,
Brown and Jorden, January; Brooks, Burton, Jorden
and Kolstad, September.

A group also visited Fort Stanton Cave. Back
in Texas, several trips were made to Inner Space
Cavern area. Jorden and Sheila Knight went to
Alrman's and Whirlpool Caves in Austin . Burton and
Jorden joined teams mapping in Honey Creek and
Honey Creek Preserve caves.

Also, John Gilliand, Burton, Lemonier, Jorden,
Kolstad, Brooks, Holsinger, Bob Obele, Ron Miller
and Russell Hill, August.

Burton was a member of the Huautla expedition in Mexico earlier this year. Jorden and others
were in the Yucatan , Mexico City area and elsewhere,
and Laughlin , Thomas and Greg Mooty went to
Gruta del Palmito.

Andy Grubbs of San Marcos was also involved
in the mapping project.
Fitton or Beauty Cave in Arkansas has also
been the objective of several DFW trips, and Pete
Lindsley of Dallas is project coordinator for Cave
esearch Foundation mapping activity in the cave.
E arlier in the summer, Janis Laughlin, Woodrow Thomas, Mike Ponder, Mike Cagle and Bryce Clements
visited the cave.
In April, the cave was seen by Holsinger , Burton, Ed Poynter and Brown.

The Glennons went on a trip to Airman's and
other caves in March .

Several trips were made to River Styx Cave in
Northwest Texas.
The grotto is planning its annual Christmas
party Dec. 15, which promises to be a traditional
suds-and-speleotales bash. Y'all come!
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TRIP REPORTS
Pecos Spring Cave
by Bill Bentley

Destination:

Pecos
Cave; Sheffield, Texas

Personnel:

Spring

Tony Grieco, Bill

Bentley

Dates: Dec. 3, 1983
We arrived at the entrance about 12 noon and
commenced removing rocks . The small hole was too
narrow to admit access. Although we had forgotten to
bring a bucket, we used digging tools and Tony's gear
bag to remove dirt and rocks.
At one point, the fioor started moving, so I
clipped a Jumar safety to a rope with a tree anchor.
.Alter several hours, we had lowered the level of the
noor about three feet. It ended in a crack that blew
air .

Montgomery & Squeeze-Hole
by Bill Bentley

Destination:
Montgomery
Cave, Squeeze-Hole Cave

hibernating inside a small crawlway leading to the
first drop. Closer to the drop and while passing gear, I
found a small ringtail cat that fiew down the first descent about 45 feet and disappeared. Ropework in the
cave was uncomfortable due to high humidity and a
70-degree temperature. We descended to the base of
the cave and noticed some drip water had risen since
the discovery trip in June 1981.
A breakdown choke was pushed at the bottom,
but only pea-size gravel was found .
We exited the cave without incident at 2 p.m.
and headed home .

Comanche Springs Cave
by Bill Bentley

Destination: Comanche Springs
Cave, Pecos County, Texas

Personnel: Anthony Ivy, Pat
Hill, Terry Hill, Tommy Hill , Bill
Bentley, all of Midland; Tom Bell
and Brian Wilson, KPTX-TV,
Midland;
Glen
and
Dennis
Haynes, Fort Stockton

Dates: Aug. 26-28, 1983
Personnel:

Terry Hill, Tony
Grieco, Pat Hill , Bill Bentley

Dates: Dec. 17-18, 1983
We arrived a Montgomery Cave about 11:30
p.m . Friday, set up camp, and lit the Coleman
tleaters. Waking Saturday morning, we ate breakfast
and entered the cave about 9:30 a.m. Terry Hill
rigged most the drops. The temperature was cooler
than usual in the cave. About 45 minutes later, everyone arrived at the bottom level of the cave. Tony
Grieco was shown all the pretty gypsum fiower formations in the south end . Several domes were climbed
but no new cave was found .
The ladders that Glenn and Dennis Ha.ynes had
put into the cave last year were still where Terry said
he had seen them before. I placed a register in the
lower level on a shelf of rock on the east wall .
According to compass reading, the cave is along a
north-south line and is described in published reports .
We left the cave about 4:30 p .m .
After a meal in Sanderson, we arrived at
Squeeze-Hole at 9:30 p.m. Saturday. A roaring
campfire was made and tents set up. The next morning, we entered the cave to find a porcupine

We arrived sometime in the middle of the night
Friday to find that three National Park Service cave
divers had been forced to postpone their trip to dive a
major underground sump in Comanche Springs Cave
until sometime in October - much to our disappointment. We had already waited about a month in anticipation.
Anthony and I met Glen and Dennis, and
around noon Terry Hill arrived. Discussion commenced and around 3 p .m ., we left to enter the cave
system via a man-made barrel entrance. An engineering triumph , the entrance has a steel rung placed two
inches higher than a human leg can reach. As always,
gravity aided our descent down the rungs. The bUilders, Glen and Dennis Haynes, have allowed that there
is an alternative to the barrel entrance -- a 138-foot
sump, the original spring and resurgence . The Haynes
brothers had spent a lot of time digging in preparation for hauling in diving equipment.
We visited Stephan's Well , the largest of five
sumps located in the estimated half-mile of passage. I
rappelled down to the water and Anthony followed.
He went swimming. The crystalline blue-green water
was soon muddy, lowering visibility to zero. Many
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photographs were taken. We moved on to three small
leads. The temperature inside the cave had risen with
our exertion and we exited. We checked into a hotel
in town.
On Saturday morning, we met Tom Bell and
Brian Wilson from KPTX-TV for a briefing on the
cave. All again entered the cave. Everyone was filmed
climbing up through a hole in one of the domes, and
again at several other points. The two newsmen interviewed each caver and filmed the climb-down to water
at Stephan's Well. After more filming on the 200-foot
path back to the barrel entrance, everyone exited the
cave following a 2-hour sojourn. The film crew then
went to some dig sights on the edge of Fort Stockton
and interviewed land owner Abe Gonzolas.
Once the TV crew left, I was shown a dome
that the backhoe had broken into several days before.
The entire area south of Fort Stockton was dug up to
make room for a reservoir; however, when sufficient
rainwater filled the manmade lake, the estimated 10
to 15 sinkholes would drain the water in a few hours.
Then the water supply in town from the city water
wells would become murky and muddy within a few
hours (all this was in the late 1950s). In the intervening years, county work crews had filled in these
natural sinkholes. Now the county and the land owner
had donated a backhoe and fuel to dig out the sinkholes in search of the vast caverns below.
Getting back to the latest sinkhole discovery,
Glen Haynes and I dug and removed buckets of rocks
and fill dirt through late Saturday night. Once about
half the fill dirt had been removed from the sinkhole,
breezes of cold air came gushing out of a passage
about eight inches high by 2 1/2 feet wide. Glen and I
took turns digging through about 2 :30 a.m. Sunday
morning.
When I reawoke later Sund~y, I resumed digging and Glen arrived once again, along with Tommy
Hill. At 12:35 p .m. , Glen Haynes broke through and
pushed his body through the small hple. From the
other side, he chipped away at the rocle, making the
small hole bigger. I pushed through &nd we started
crawling down a passage about 2 ~/~ feet hiKh and
several feet wide. The passage went from small rooms
to more small rooms about 100 feet IOlli. At the passage end, a drain hole about 1 1/2 feet in diameter
o~ened in the fioor. The hole was apout 4 feet deep,
With a 7- to 8-inch passage at its bottom. A strong
breeze of cold air came out. Near tl1e hole, a slope of
thick mud led to a dome with water droplets glistening on its ceiling. More passage trending along the
same line was blocked by a 2-foot thick wall of mud .

We exited the cave and left Fort Stockton
about 7:30 p.m. Sunday.

Out-to-Lunch &
Comanche Springs
by Bill Bentley

Destination:

Out to Lunch
Cave, Comanche Springs Cave

Personnel:

Anthony Ivy, Bill

Bentley

Dates: July 8, 1984
This trip started out as a spur-of-the-moment
decision. After trying to call several people, I
managed to get Anthony to accompany me . I had
some directions scribbled down that Dennis Haynes
had given me last April; they proved to be accurate.
We departed Midland at 11:30 p.m. and arrived
at a roadside park near the cave at 2:30 a.m. We slept
until 7 a.m ., then found the entrance to Out to Lunch
about an hour later. For the first time in a long while,
we discovered the entrance was right where they said
it was . Once inside, we explored all of the easy upper
level passages first.
We then proceeded to some small chimney
squeezes and finally reached the lower level of the
cave. A short rest and we exited the cave after an
hour. The cave was heavily vandalized and very dry;
some grafitti littered the walls. The entire cave
seemed to be made up of breakdown rocks .
On the way back home, we stopped in Fort
Stockton and went into Comanche Springs Cave only
as far as the first water pit, Stephan's Well. I checked
the register. It seems that a lot of people have been
visiting the cave.

Terrell County Ridgewalking
by Bill Bentley

Destination:

Ridgewalking;
Terrell County, Texas

Personnel: Terry Hill, Pat Hill,
Bill Bentley

Dates: Aug. 18, 1984
Eight hours were spent by three searchers in
the blistering 95-degree heat looking for a cave on
some ranches south of Bakersfield. This was a second
attempt to find this particular lead. The cavers
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encountered two copperhead snakes and two porcupines ... but no cave.
Other leads were located and are in need of
further investigation before more ridgewalking trips
are planned.

River Styx
by Donna Anderson

mud. Deciding I'd rather not get stuck and knowing
they would rather not have to wade through the
water to rescue me, I slowly retreated. We were in
the cave about 3.5 hours that day.
We had a nice trip home planning for the
Guads for the next weekend.

River Styx
by Sharon Lytle

Destination: River Styx Cave,
Bateman Ranch, King County

Destination: River Styx Cave,
Bates' Ranch, West Texas

Personnel:

Donna Anderson,
Terry Holsinger, Michael Twery,
Fanette Begley, Ryan Begley,
and Michelle Walsh

ates: September 29-30, 1984
We were on the road before 8 a.m. Saturday
and met up with Fanette, Ryan, and Michelle at Seymour. After turning in release forms at the ranch,
F anette discovered she could not get her car out of
low gear! We continued to a nice camping site and
set up the tents .
We entered the 64 entrance and soon Michael
saw a snake in the middle of a small crawlway. We
alted while the snake crawled ot! ahead and we held
a long debate about who should go first. We finally
resumed the trip with Michael in the lead with a stick
in hand. About 15 minutes later Michelle was upside
down with most of her body thro\l.gh a lower level
hole when she spotted a snake right below her. At
chis point, she decided she would rather be above
""round and retreated from the cave with Ryan and
fi'anette.
The rest of us continued OUI' Journey and no
more snakes were sighted. We enJoyed the blister
assage and took lots of pictures. We stayed in the
t;;ave about seven hours before exitinr from the 63
entrance.
That night around the campfire l got out my
guitar and Fanette sang us a song whioh she had composed about River Styx. Many cav~n" ballads were
sung and the evening was enjoyed by all.
The next morning Fanette could stU! not get
her car out of low gear so she decided they should
head on home . Terry, Michael, and. I went into the
River Entrance and shot a lot of pictures. We went
back as far as we could without getting in the water
and we saw lots of bats. I couldn't persuade Michael
or Terry to get in the cold water so I went on a short
distance until I was sinking nearly to my knees in the

Dates: February 25-26, 1984
Personnel:

Woodrow Thomas,
Janice Laughlin, Sharon Lytle,
Donna Anderson
Thls trip sets a new grotto record: more
females than males attended!
We left early Saturday morning and drove the
four hours west through Childress, Texas to the
Bates' Ranch where we stopped and talked to Mrs.
Bates. We then went on to the cave where we set up
camp.
We entered the cave around 4 pm and left eight
hours later. Donna found another crawlway· that
leads to the Junction room and parallels th~ regular
passage - we were real excited by that.
The bats were all hibernating, though some
awoke during our visit. We got some terrific photographs.
We entered at the 1946 entrance and proceeded
to the river entrance. Along the way some boulders
near the "Floyd Collins Rock" began to move. Janice
hurt her finger slightly when she was hit by one of the
rocks. All of us were frightened by the incident but
Donna succeeded in finding a safe way back through
the breakdown.
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Hidden, Black, Cottonwood
by Bill Greenlee

Destination:
Hidden
Cave,
Black Cave, Cottonwood Cave
Personnel: Tim George, Bill
Greenlee, Tony Grieco, Dick Larson, David Nice

Black Cave: After all the russ and worry I'd
heard about finding this elusive cave, we walked right
to the entrance. Black is one of the wetter Guadalupe
caves I've visited. The dark walls, floor and ceiling
gobbled up light - hence the name. We all tried our
skill at skirting pools, negotiating slick slopes, and
chimneying.

ISOPIT

Dates: June 23-24, 1984
Cottonwood
Cave:
The
view
into
Cottonwood's entrance is inspiring indeed! The gaping
maw is similar to that of Carlsbad in appearance. The
trip marked my first daylight venture into the cave.
Dave Nice accompanied us a short distance inside
before returning to the surface ror a look at Guadalupe surface geology.
At the gated side passage to Wonderland, Tony
Grieco elected to remain in the big section or the cave
because he suffered an attack of "Burger King-itis"
("Cave 'til you puke") and didn't feel quite up to
negotiating the horizontal.
Tim opened the gate while Dick showed me the
balcony overlooking the trunk passage. We all made
the 3O-foot chimney with little trouble. At the Vertizontal, we had to doff most of our equipment -- Tim
removed his shirt. However, at the Keyhole, Tim
could not make the squeeze even if he'd been naked. A
diligent search revealed an upper bypass to the
Keyhole, which Tim took .
Wonderland is a series of three small chambers,
jam-packed full of pretties. It's the most marvelous
display of helictites I've yet seen. Also, a serene
stream covered with patches of shelf-stone greets the
explorer. After pushing a few leads out of Wonderland, we departed.
We met Tony back at the gate, where he
reported poking around the lower level or the trunk
passage and finding lots of old graffiti. This was
Tony's second attempt at Wonderland, and he was
thwarted both times. Maybe next time!

Hidden Cave: We rigged the drop into Hidden
using Tony's virgin l00-foot rope . All five of us rappelled directly to the lower section. Hidden strikes me
as being a "TV" cave -- fiat floor, big room, highly
decorated . All that's missing are the colored lights.
We all split up for a couple of hours of poking, crawling and napping. We rigged the 25-foot drop in the
back corridor and Tony descended but reported no
further leads. Everyone ascended sarely. Dave did
exceptionally well with his flrst vertical cave.

by Joe Ivy

Destination:
County, Texas
Personnel:
Ivy

Isopit,

Bexar

George Veni , Joe

Dates: September 17, 1984
George and I arrived at Isopit at about 1:30
p.m. and did a quick surface survey to connect the
entrances of Isopit and nearby Wurzbach Bat Cave.
Entering the cave at 2:00 p.m. with wetsuits in tow,
we dropped down the two drops in the cave and
prepared to enter the downstream section of the
crawl. Prepared to spend several hours crawling
immersed in cold water, we were surprised to find
that the once water-filled crawl was severely lacking
in H 20. After a quick discussion, we decided to leave
the suits behind and proceed as we were.
We crawled for approximately 125 meters
before attaining the end of the survey. On the previous survey trips there had been two sumps, one halfway through the surveyed section and the other at the
end of the survey. Both had become isolated pools of
water teeming with troglobitic isopods (hence the
cave's name) and amphipods. We rested for a while
at the second sump as I had become tired (I was sick
and had a mild fever before entering the cave and I
don't know why I went in in the first place. I think it
had something to do with being a macho caver or
some such nonsense like that). Anyway, I managed to
talk myself into continuing (with a little help from
George) and we began to survey. We surveyed 74
meters of hands-and-knees to stoop-walking size passage before stopping at " 'Dillo Dome".
'DilIo Dome is a five meter high dome leading
to two upper level passages. One goes about 25
meters and pinches at a tight dome while the other
goes up some breakdown approximately 15 meters
above the stream passage. After the breakdown, this
passage continues at least seven meters up a dome,
but was inaccessible because of a constriction. 'Dillo
Dome would be a premium place for another entrance
as it nearly reaches the surface and also because of the
present of an almost perfect armadillo skeleton at its
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base (now guess where the name came from!).
George was solely responsible for the exploration of the new dome since I was sitting at the bottom
discovering new meanings for the concepts of
"misery" and "exhaustion". While George was off
playing intrepid cave explorer, I saw and collected a
troglobitic harvestman prowling along the wall.
George finally returned all hot and sweaty (yuck) and
found me shivering uncontrollably. At this point,
George suggested innocently that we exit the cave.

"underground" did not sit well with them until
"exploring a cave" was added. The cops breathed a
sigh of great relief. "We got a call of someone or
something climbing out of a grave!" At this comment, jocularity was shared by all.

GUADS!
by John Brooks

Destination: Guadalupe Mountains, New Mexico

What seemed like an eternity later to me (10:50
p.m.), we exited the cave only to find that a rescue
operation was about to ensue. But that is a better
story better told by Duane Canny who was in charge
of it.

Personnel:

The San Antonio
Pseudo-Rescue

The arctic temperatures of late December and
early January made us uneasy about spending 4 days
in the Guadalupe Mountains but we were fortunate
and warm weather was predicted for the coming
weekend. We gathered our ropes and hit the road.

by Duane Canny
Well, our boy George (Veni) and Joe Ivy set
out around noon on September 17, 1984 to do some
mapping in a Bexar County cave -- Isopit. While
most of us were suffering from that affliction they call
"work", George and Joe entered into the place of our
thoughts: a cave.
Arriving at home after our eight hour ordeal,
there was no George (I know what you're thinking:
"So What!" and I agree). At 8:00 p.m. we got a call
from Randy Waters asking about -- you guessed it -our boy George. A half hour later, Joe's mother
called looking for Joe of all people (didn't even care
about our boy George!). At 9:00 p .m., Scott Harden
called and told us that if GV wasn't out by 11 :00
p.m., we should start dividing up our cave gear.
After a hurried call to Randy, the race was on to see
who would get his ropes, wheat lamp, files and books,
~ruck, and vertical gear.
At 10:30 p .m. there was no GV or JI. It was
then that people began to think "RESCUE" -- it
was a boring day anyway. Before things got out of
hand (actually I wanted to get the suuntos), Scotty
ano. I decided to meet at the cave to see what we
could find out. We arrived just in time to find GV
and JI emerging ten minutes before the 11 :00 p.m.
deadline. We beat a hasty retreat to an icehouse to
call and relieve tensions (and prevent the looting and
pillaging of our boy George's speleotreasures).
As we were sitting around talking, we observed

three police cars surround GV's truck. Going down to
find out what they wanted, they asked where our boy
George was a half hour ago.
The answer

J . Brooks, J . Jorden, C. Collier, P . Vittelaro.

Dates: January 4-5,1984

The mountains were warm. We promptly set
up camp and prepared for a ridgewalk. Our objective
was a lead spotted on a topographical map so, with
full vertical gear in tow, we hiked out the ridge in
question. It soon became apparent from verbal
descriptions and the map locations that WE HAD
AN INACCURATE SPOTTING. However the
hike was not a total loss: We spotted a large hole
across the canyon. After spotting the cave on a topo,
Brooks and Jorden continued around the ridge.
Vittlearo and Collier opted for the high road and
returned to camp.
We awoke early Saturday morning and
prepared for a trip to Cave of the Madonna. The
hike was spectacular. Several large entrances were
spotted across the canyon. The Madonna grotto was
quickly located and photographed. After lunch, we
began the search for the first drop. When we ended
up in a heavily decorated large room, it was apparent
we'd taken a wrong turn. Backtracking through a
chest-scraping chimney, we got on the right path and
located the drop.
The 220 foot rappel into the first chamber was
spectacular. Large breakdown blocks and stalagmites
dotted the fioor. Several large leads were checked
looking for a second 90 foot drop. The drop was
located but no one present elected to plunge into its
depths.
A traditional stop was made at the Sirloin
Stockade in Carlsbad, and we began the long drive
back to the Metroplex.
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